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ABSTRACT
The symmetrical formulation of the zonal kinetic
energy equation is discussed. Using five years of
northern hemispheric data, each of the terms in the
equation is evaluated in volumes of fixed horizontal
extent but whose depths vary. Thus the vertical dis-
tribution of each term, which represents either a
generation or a transport of zonal kinetic energy, is
explored more thoroughly than in previous studies. New
terms, involving the vertical transports of zonal kinetic
energy, are evaluated for the first time. The vertical
processes are not directly measured but rather are ob-
tained from the horizontal processes through use of
continuity requirements. It is found that vertical
eddies play an important role through both internal
generation and boundary transport processes in achieving
the required balance of atmospheric zonal kinetic energy.
Although some of the quantitative results are quite
sensitive to the data sample used, it is felt that a
generally good qualitative picture has been obtained.
Thesis Supervisor: Victor P. Starr
Title: Professor of Meteorology
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. The problem
A basic problem which has long faced meteorologists
is explaining in what manner the general features of the
atmospheric circulation are maintained. Much is now
known, in a broad sense, about the horizontal processes
which support the circulation against the dissipating
effects of friction. By comparison, less attention has
been given to the possible importance of similar mechan-
isms acting in the vertical. Before any such theories
on the nature of these vertical processes can be offered
however, it is necessary to first obtain from data a
sense of their magnitudes and directions. The present
investigation is largely directed to this task. To do so,
use is made of the symmetrical formulation, in the time
and space domain, of the conservation equation for the
kinetic energy of the mean zonal wind (it can be noticed
that we are concerned here with the kinetic energy not
of the total atmospheric flow, but rather of the time and
zonally averaged zonal flow, which for convenience we will
often refer to as the "zonal kinetic energy"; still,
inasmuch as the mean zonal wind is a predominant feature
of the circulation which we may conveniently isolate, a
-8-
study of its kinetic energy balance can be expected to
bring useful results).
The symmetric equation which we present and discuss
in chapter II is derived by Sims (1969), who added time
averaging into the initial formulation in the space
domain given by Starr and Gaut (1969). Sims then proceeds
to evaluate each of the terms in the balance equation
using five years of hemispheric data; basically, this is
the approach to be followed here but with one major dif-
ference. Sims evaluates the zonal kinetic energy equa-
tion in polar caps bounded by a movable vertical bound-ary
with the upper horizontal boundary fixed at the top of the
atmosphere. We will use the same data to evaluate the
equation in polar caps in which the upper horizontal
boundary is varied while the vertical boundary and lower
horizontal boundary at the surface remain fixed. Hence
new terms, involving the vertical transports of zonal
kinetic energy, will be evaluated for the first time, and,
in general, a better picture of the vertical distribution
of the actions of mean and eddy processes may be obtained.
B. Additional background
The phenomena of negative viscosity, by which large
scale disturbances or eddies supply, rather than detract,
energy to the mean flow, is one of the most important
-9-
meteorological discoveries made in the last twenty years.
The suggestion made by Starr (1948) that such negative
eddy viscosity could play a significant role in maintain-
ing the kinetic energy of the mean zonal flow has since
been confirmed, especially with regard to the horizontal
eddies, by numerous observational studies, many of which
have' been made under the auspices of the M.I.T. Planetary
Circulations Project (see Starr and Saltzman, 1966, for a
compilation of these; see also Lorenz, 1967, for an
excellent review of theories, past and present, concerning
the general circulation). It is sufficient here to point
out that investigations into the actions of horizontal
eddies have progressed to the point where Saltzman and
Teweles (1964) and Teweles (1964) have applied spectral
techniques to determine which specific wave numbers among
the horizontal eddies are most active in the barotropic
exchange of kinetic energy.
Investigation into vertical eddy actions has generally
advanced less. For one thing of course, direct measure-
ment of velocities, and thereby eddies, in the vertical
.is not yet possible, and the reliability of indirect
techniques can be questioned. Also, on the basis of the
atmosphere's relatively small vertical extent it could be
thought that the actions of eddies in the vertical play
an insignificant role in the zonal kinetic energy balance
-10-
equation. That this is not the case however has been
indicated by Starr, Peixoto, and Sims (1970) for the
"traditional" form of the equation, and by Sims (1969)
for the symmetrical form. It is largely from the results
of these last two investigations that we are encouraged
to pursue our present study.
Some other studies have also focused recent attention
on the problem of the vertical distribution of the genera-
tion and destruction of the atmosphere's kinetic energy.
Rather than relying upon some explicit formulation of the
frictional destruction mechanism, which is not presently
well understood, Jensen (1961), Holopainen (1963), and
Kung (1966, 1967, 1969) have made use of a residual scheme
in which this destruction is obtained as a function of the
other more directly measured terms in the (total hori-
zontal) kinetic energy balance equation. These studies
have encompassed a wide range of data utilized and regions
covered, though none was so extensive as for five years
of hemispheric data. One problem arising from such
investigations as these is to understand what is really
involved in the process which is termed "frictional
destruction" or alternatively at times, "dissipation".
In the classical case of an incompressible fluid, such as
is treated for example by Lamb (1932), dissipation would
unambiguously refer to the eventual loss of kinetic
-11-
energy of motion to the viscous creation, on the molecular
scale, of heat. Yet when applied to a compressible atmo-
sphere, the matter is not so straightforward. In this
case, there then exists the possibility that during the
cascade of energy toward eddies of increasingly smaller
scale (approaching the molecular in the limit), some eddy
available potential plus internal energy could be created
and reenter the energy cycle. Thus with regard to the
atmosphere, it would seem more proper to characterize the
initial disappearance of the kinetic energy of large scale
motions as a "negative generation" rather than as a
"dissipation", reserving this latter notion for the
incompressible fluid. Insofar as the mean zonal kinetic
energy which we are studying here is concerned, it can
be readily shown that its negative generation through
molecular scale motions is decidedly insignificant when
compared to its negative generation through turbulent
eddy scale motions. What happens thereafter, once the
energy has been transferred from the mean flow to the
small scale eddies, is a problem of great meteorological
interest, but one which is not of direct concern in 'our
present consideration of the mean zonal kinetic energy
balance.
In concluding these preliminary remarks, we restate
our belief that by evaluating the zonal kinetic energy
-12-
equation in layered volumes in space in which the upper
horizontal bounding surface is allowed to vary, we will
gain some added insight into the vertical distribution
of those processes, involving both horizontal and
vertical mean and eddy motions, which enter into the
balance of zonal kinetic energy.
-13-
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION OF THE BALANCE EQUATION
A. Notation and method of derivation.
The notation to be employed here is standard. Use is
made of a rotating spherical polar coordinate system in
whichA , , R refer respectively to longitude, latitude
and radius. The coordinates are assumed to rotate about
the polar axis at a constant rate .L. The linear eastward,
northward, and upward particle velocity components rela-
tive to the coordinate system are given respectively by
u, V, and w.
It is desirable to define explicitly our averaging
process. In the time domain, we define the time averaged
quantity, ( ), by
where the integration extends over the time interval At.
A temporal deviation ( )' from this time mean is defined
so that
= ( ) - ( ). (2)
In the space domain, we analogously define a zonally
averaged quantity [( )J by
-14-
where the cyclic integral is taken along a path of constant
radius and latitude. A spatial deviation ( )* from this
zonal -mean is defined so that
( * ( R L) (4)
A complete derivation of the desired zonal kinetic
energy balance equation is given by Sims (1969), and so
we will only outline the method here. The basic equation
of motion is written in the form
dpI + R e,0 F (5)
where 1 = R cod (A + ct is the absolute angular
momentum per unit mass, P the density, p the pressure,
and F the frictional force per unit volume. Use is next
made of the mass continuity requirement for a source-free
region, along with Euler's relation between individual
and partial time derivatives, to convert equation (5) to
the dynamic balance equation for absolute angular momentum,
+ VpMy = 4-- + R c40 F (6)
where v is the vector velocity. Equation (6) is then
averaged with respect to time ( /0 is taken to be
independent of time) and then multiplied by
to yield a differential form of the energy equation,
to wit
-15-
+__ [ -pJ + M -f F = O. 
-(7 )
Upon deriving the integral form of (7), it is
assumed that the earth is smooth and therefore the
fourth term in (7) vanishes when integration is per-
formed about a closed latitude circle. Hence we will)
find no term in our final equation which contains an
explicit pressure force. The integral form of the energy
equation may now be written, after applying integration
by parts and the divergence theorem, as
SM IIisj -ipLLr---r-M
-' -:> JV. g.o =c (8)
where dC and dS refer to volume and bounding surface
elements, respectively, and the subscript n denotes a
component normal to the surface.
We now consider further the volume integrals in (8).
The first term in (8) may be rewritten, using the defini-
tion of M, as [pl z] 'PafT . This in turn, from
our definitions (1) - (4), is equal to
[ ( + + )A J J , which further
equals [ since [i] and ii are
independent of time. This last integral may be shown
to be negligible for the time periods considered here,
-16-
and so we have the result that the first term in (8)
may be neglected for our present purposes.
Next, no specific formulation is made to substitute
for F in the sixth term of (8). This leaves two remaining
volume integrals in (8), which are transformed by taking
JO= Raco de , by substituting for M its defini-
tion, and by using the definitions (1) through (4) to
expand the cyclic integrals with respect to .
Finally, the surface integrals in (8) are treated by
considering a general polar cap having its lower horizon-
tal boundary at the earth's surface (where it is assumed
yh= 09), its upper horizontal boundary at R = R, from =1
to #=7 (the north pole), and its vertical boundary at
0 =0 1  from R= R(the radius of the earth) to R R,.
The contributing free surface elements therefore become
dS at the top = RaCoa IA cif , and at the vertical
boundary = .ca#, JA In a manner similar to the
previously treated fourth and fifth terms in (8), the
surface integrals are then finally expanded. Equation
(8) can now be written in its desired final form, which
we present below.
B. Presentation of the zonal kinetic energy equation.
0 = 512,sN-) rF] R'ecm as s0 19-W
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plus the internal horizontal integrals
+
+5
,QirpR'cd4o (JLR cst)[v]
.2,rp R c [o )v] D
[zzg j7* ]~
+ a. %A0
I g4,
[WI Rc, )
[U-7
Rco000
R 4 gCR
gj Ci
plus the internal vertical integrals
+5 .p c (-A cO) [] WR OIa 4dR
[ r-L
R Co
R dIR
+ JJ 2-rp R<cx4 [ WiN
+ Jj .vrp Ra (u j R 44 R
plus the vertical boundary integrals
+ j Z-m1s R coe ,
at 1= 0,
dR( J L R coRc)ov],
[l i ?] R
+ i
19-41
+ i
19..1
19-9f
.bro Rae~ cao
2-1pj Ra coeot [ZE] (W-] -C
J9-71
+r/2,r0 Rc,0 0 {9-10j
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+ j o2g R03 c a4 [I 27 f4R coap-,
*lus thp hri l ca is t R R
plus the horizontal boundary integrals at R11R
- J2rp Rao 062
-s p77j,"cod# [7 w*]I--~R, d
[yw'] R ,~ I f os
0. Discussion of the equation.
Although as previously cited this equation has been
derived and discussed elsewhere in the literature,'it
would be of benefit for us to briefly restate those
comments which are particularly relevant to our present
concorns:
~9-ll~
~9-l2~
f 9-1~ 3?
[9-14
f 9-16]
(.Rcop) (;7i] ['R, o'4
[a] [Gi]R, deo
1. A generation of kinetic energy of the mean zonal
flow, as represented by the internal integrals in (9), is
seen to result from a transport of the angular momentum in
one or another of its four components present against the
gradient of the relative mean angular velocity, ["J/RcoOf
The four components of the angular momentum are: that
associated with the basic rotation A1, that associated
with the differential rotation [ii) , that associated
with the standing eddy motion iu , and that associated
with the transient eddy motion u'.
2. The boundary integrals in (9) similarly involve
in a symmetric fashion the transport of the four compon-
ents of the angular momentum multiplied by the value of
the relative mean angular velocity at the boundary. These
boundary integrals may be recast in terms of a flux of
absolute zonal momentum multiplied by the mean zonal wind.
As such, they may be seen to represent the transport
accomplished through work done by Reynolds stresses acting
across the free bounding surfaces.
3. There are no terms in (9) which represent
explicitly the direct advection of kinetic energy across
the boundaries into the region. Such boundary integrals
may be added to (9) if corresponding internal integrals
are made to compensate.
-20-
4. The last two comments are discussed more fully
by Starr and Sims (1970). Prom their discussion, it may
also be seen that (9) together with the proper advective
terms fix a unique form of the mean zonal kinetic energy
equation in the sense that the boundary integrals would
represent completely and exclusively the real physical
transports across the free surfaces. Thus the internal
integrals in (9) may be more clearly seen to represent
actual generation terms, though of course they need not
necessarily be written in symmetrical form.
5. The absence of any integrals involving pressure
forces is, as noted earlier, based on the assumption of a
smooth earth. However, as discussed by Starr, Peixoto
and Sims (1970), the neglect of mountain torques which
exist in the real atmosphere could lead to systematic
errors. We will therefore follow their lead in making
use of the rough estimates of this mountain effect based
upon the work of White (1949).
6. One apparent omission in our treatment might seem
to be our neglect of the interaction between the air and
the oceans. There is of course a loss of kinetic energy
of the atmospheric motions to the kinetic and potential
energies of the oceanic circulations. However, insofar
as the mean zonal kinetic energy is concerned, it can be
-21-
readily demonstrated that its loss in such a manner
must be quite small.
7. It should be noted that nothing in our derivation
of (9) restricts the values of R, or f, . We are free to
consider therefore polar caps of any size and shape
which we feel to be of physical interest.
-22-
CHAPTER III
METHOD OF EVALUATING THE EQUATION
A. Data.
The data utilized in this study were obtained from
what is now known as the M.I.T. General Circulation Data
Library. This compilation and its use in general circula-
tion studies are described in some detail by Starr,
Peixoto and Gaut (1970), from whom we further obtain the
best computational'and analysis techniques to be used-in
the present investigation. The data form a homogeneous
and carefully checked set, and the results derived from
them, in the form of cross-sections, profiles, and
numerical tables, are obtained completely through auto-
matic computer processing.
More specifically, we will make use here of the
daily upper-wind observations from an available 799
stations, all located north of about 200, taken during
the period from May 1, 1958 through April 30, 1963.
Besides this 60 month period, we will also consider four
seasonal periods formed from 15 month composites. Thus
winter is taken to be the 15 months of January, February
and March in the five year period, and so on for the
other seasons. A cutoff criterion of 30 per cent is
used such that stations, or levels thereof. reporting
during any of these time periods less than this fraction
of possible observations are discarded. Use is made of
an objective analysis technique to obtain from the
observational soundings values for various basic wind
field statistics at every 20 latitude and 50 mb pressure
interval from 988 mb to 38 mb. These basic wind field
statistics referred to are Lu] , fv) , fuIvI) , and
The data and its treatment described above are the
same as those employed by Sims (1969), with whose work we
will frequently be comparing results. Frequent reference
will also be made to a subset of stations chosen by
Walker (1969, 1970), who provides in the former a listing
of the entire 799 stations. The stations in the subset
were selected so as to give a more even distribution
between land and sea observations.
B. Computational procedures.
In actual evaluation from the data, use is made of
the hydrostatic assumption to rewrite the kinetic energy
equation (9) in pressure coordinates. Also the mean
radius of the earth, a, is made to substitute for the
variable R. Because of the nearly zonal nature of the
mean circulation, the values of v result from differ-
ences between large numbers of opposite nign, and as such
-24-
are liable to considerable inaccuracy. Indeed, when our
analyzed values of [Vj are used to compute mass transports
across closed latitude circles, the results are nonzero,
thereby violating mass continuity requirements. To
correct for this, we will make use in all our computations
of a normalized [V] , obtained by subtracting the simple
vertical mass average of the analyzed NvJ from its value
at each individual pressure level; that is, through
normalization, we have (v = 5 fJ , where p,
is surface pressure and -]A refers to the analyzed [ VJ
before normalization.
Unfortunately, it is still not possible to measure
directly vertical velocities in the atmosphere. We are
forced therefore to infer what these motions should be
from continuity requirements. By requiring the flow of
mass in a mean meridional plane to be nondivergent, we
may define a conserved mass stream function Y . Thus
in pressure coordinates, where co = is the
so-called vertical p-velocity, we have
A£r O 4 0 is J E J- (10)
aicr d [a] = -DY (11)
So from our knowledge of [vJ we may solve for i in
(10), and substitute in (11) to obtain valuesI for fi)
-25-0
and so evaluate (9-51 , (9-6 , 19-131 and f(9-14.
Vertical eddy processes must also be deduced from
continuity requirements. In this case we make use of the
nondivergent nature of the flow of absolute angular
momentum in a mean meridional plane to define a conserved
absolute angular momentum stream function j , so that
cO [ fA )f c# 0v+J +(f*v4 J 3+ ruV - Op (12)
Ar Lj Ca-14C Ca0[O (13)
Note that because there exist significant wind shears in
the vertical, we must include a stress term, [F4 , in
(13) to account for small scale and molecular scale effects
in transporting momentum across a horizontal surface. In
the horizontal, as is usually assumed, we may neglect such
transports. We therefore reformulate the frictional
negative generation integral f9-0j in terms of the sum
of an internal vertical integral and a horizontal
boundary integral each involving F *
Since the left-hand side of (12) is capable of direct
evaluation from the data, we obtain the distribution of
Y.. through partial integration of (12) in the vertical,
starting from some high level at which ~) is assumed
to be zero. From this distribution and [f] , obtained
-26-
from (10)-(11), we may solve (13) for the sum t[a' V41+
' + F- However, it is not possible without
actual observations to further separate these vertical
eddy components. Thus we can use (13) to solve for only
the sum of the vertical eddy effects. The vertical eddy
effects internal to our volumes are given by the combina-
tion of 19-7? , f9-8? , and the internal vertical
integral portion of (9-0?. On the horizontal boundary
of our volume, the actions of the vertical eddies are
given by the sum of 19-15? , 19-16? , and the horizontal
boundary part of {9-0?. The remaining integrals in the
kinetic energy equation, {9-1 through {9-41 and
{9-9? through [9-12J , may be evaluated from those
wind field statistics obtained directly from the data.
The procedure we have described in this section is
discussed further by Starr, Peixoto and Sims (1970). It
is the same procedure used by Sims (1969), but for
differences caused by the fact that different volumes are
being treated. It is to be recalled that Sims evaluates
the zonal kinetic energy equation in volumes of various
horizontal extents but which all extend in the vertical
through the entire depth of the atmosphere. Thus
horizontal boundary integrals are not evaluated for these
volumes. In our evaluation of the kinetic energy
-27-
equation, the results of which are presented in the next
chapter, we will treat a hemispheric polar cap whose
upper horizontal boundary is moved at 50 mb intervals
from 963 mb to 13 mb. Thus we will consider horizontal
boundary integrals here. However, we fix , 0 for
all volumes, and so we will not evaluate vertical boundary
integrals except at the equator. It may be further noted
that in the process of evaluation, the limits of integra-
tion are taken to be in the horizontal from =
to = 0, and in the vertical from p =1013 mb to
p =p,. Therefore integration is performed over decreasing
values of both 0 and p, but the negative signs thus
incurred cancel each other when computing the volume
integrals.
We provide below a convenient listing of the inte-
grands of each term in (9), in the form in which they were
evaluated. Identifying numbers are given for each term
so as to be consistent with the published literature.
1j !?E / cgf'#(./L o. c00 ) r~x7 I .$.
aq. a.0#10 a
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5 -T o. () )
19'4f4 [z*v*] [
19" j 0.*c21 [E.] [L J c7
quaantii ' a- cs0re ot seCL cooc :
{11)] a ge- g)3 J
C40mp
In addition to the above terms, the following
quantities will also be considered for the sake of
-29-
completeness and for comparison with the more traditional
formulation of the zonal kinetic energy equation:
the direct advection of zonal kinetio energy across
vertical boundaries,
JA2'
the direct advection of zonal kinetic energy across
horizontal boundaries,
.2o2
the internal volume integral of the traditional formula-
tion which involves that part of the zonal component of
the Coriolis force which is associated with the radial
component of the earth's angular velocity (the so-called
"fuv" term),
lCL' 0co# (.,*#) 0) 7v]
the internal volume integral of the traditional formula-
tion which involves that part of the zonal component of
the Coriolis force which is associated wits the meridional
component of the earth's angular velocity (the so-called
"guw" term),
4 2 ~LO (Ifc5 027 [
a 5.-
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CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS FOR THE INDIVIDUAL TERMS
In this chapter we consider individually the results
of evaluating each term in the symmetrical equation in the
manner just described in the previous chapter. Since most
of the terms have been previously described to some extent
by Sims (1969), it is our intention to concentrate here on
that feature which is unique to the present investigation,
that being the resolution in the vertical of the various
terms.
Before proceeding with the discussion of the first
set of terms, those representing the internal horizontal
processes, it might prove helpful to first make some
comments about the figures which appear in this chapter.
The profiles in figures 1 and 3 each represent a plot of
the horizontal integral (taken from pole to equator) of an
internal generation term as a function of pressure. It is
to be noted that the vertical coordinate, pressure, de-
creases upward, and that an area enclosed by a curve to the
left of the zero value line represents a positive genera-
tion whereas an area to the right represents a negative
generation. Figure 5 contains profiles of the vertical
boundary processes at the equator which are plotted so
that to be consistent with figures 1 and 3, an area
-31-.
enclosed by a curve lying to the left of the zero line
represents a transport into the volume, while an area
to'the right represents a transport out of the volume.
Figure 6 contains profiles of the horizontal integrals,
the integration again being performed from the pole to
the equator, of the horizontal boundary terms plotted
against pressure. Negative values on the curves represent
transports across the upper boundary into the volume
below, whereas positive values signify transports across
the upper boundary out of the volume below. The cross-
sections in figures 2 and 4 of the internal processes are
exactly those presented by Sims (1969) and are repeated
here for convenience (note that a region of negative
numbers on these cross-sections represents a region of
negative generation). The cross-sections in figure 7 of
the horizontal boundary processes are results not previous-
ly presented anywhere. Further details concerning the
figures may be found in the discussions which now follow.
A. Internal horizontal processes.
1. Evaluation of the volume integral of {lj :
- OO 0~ (-Aa. C03. DLL
This integral represents the generation of mean
zonal kinetic energy arising from the meridional transport
of the angular momentum associated with the earth's
rotation.
The extreme behavior in the values obtained for this
integral, caused in part by uncertainties in the measure-
ment of [v] being multiplied by the relatively large
magnitude of the earth's angular velocity (Lacoao) ,
has already been noted by Sims (1969) and is evident
again in the numbers found in table 1. In spite of the
difficulties posed by our inability to measure the integral
of {l accurately, we may still ascertain some of its
general features with the aid of the first column of
figures 1 and 2.
For the 60 month average condition, figure 1 and
table 1 show that there is a small negative generation of
mean zonal kinetic energy associated with term fI in
the lowest 100 mb, which then gives way to a net positive
generation throughout the remainder of the atmosphere.
The reason for such behavior may be discerned once it is
realized that [l is proportional to cvO# , thereby
placjng dominant importance upon the low latitude Hadley
cell (see Starr, Peixoto and Gaut, 1970, for cross-
sections which depict the locations of the mean cells of
the general circulation and the positions of the mean
jet). The low level equatorward branch of the 60-month
The 60-month and seasonal period values of the volume
integral of W1K for northern hemispheric volumes of
various depths. The lower boundary is fixed at 1013 mb
and the upper boundary is at the pressure 1 vel in mb
indicated by the row heading. Units are 10 erg sec-.
1013 mb to
63
113
163
213
263
313
363
413
463
513
563
613
663
713
763
813
863
913
963
60 months
17.5
19.2
19.5
17.6
13.0
8.92
7.45
7.16
7.01
6.35
5.20
4.10
3.38
2.91
2.50
2.09
1.52
0.74
-0.20
Spring Summer
1.80 -1.81
1.? 0.69
3.44 1.43
5.13 0.92
5.57 3.52
6-32 6.23
7.45 6.23
7.65 5.60
6.89 5.04
5.98 4.15
5.23 2.92
4-67 1.74
4.40 0.88
4.29 0.23
4.14 -0-29
3.76 -0.42
3.04 -0.14
1.97 -0.02
0.54 -0.25
-0.41 -0.12 -0.21
Table 1. '
Fall
40.6
40.7
37.7
32.1
23.0
14.8
10.5
8.36
7.07
5.46
3.48
1.79
0.74
0.12
-0.32
-0.69
-1.23
-1.61
-1.57
Winter
92.5
93.7
88.8
71.9
35.2
5.53
-1.83
0.60
4.54
6.07
5.14
3.64
2.52
1.66
0.96
0-37
-0-57
-1.49
-1-75
--0.88 -0.73
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mean Hadley cell is centered just north of the region.
where the surface winds turn to easterlies, and so in
this region the angular momentum due to the earth's
rotation is transported down the gradient of relative mean
angular velocity resulting in the negative kinetic energy
generation. At higher levels, the poleward branch of the
Hadley cell, being located south of the jet, transports
angular momentum against the gradient of angular velocity,
thereby yielding a positive generation, the maximum contri-
bution to which occurs at the jet stream level as depicted
in figure 1. Some negative values for term jl? appearing
on the 60-month cross-section in figure 2 at upper levels
around 30'N may be associated with the equatorward branch
of the mid-latitude Ferel cell there extending south of
the jet in a region of strong downgradient of angular
velocity.
Seasonally, the differences in term [l are strik-
ing. In fall and winter, large positive values are
obtained for the total volume integral. In the fall, as
was the case for the 60-month averagei low level negative
generatidn is overshadowed by upper level positive
generation as the direction of flow in the Hadley regime
reverses and the gradients of angular velocity become more
intense in the upper atmosphere. Winter also shows in
figure 1 a low level not negative generation, although as
(I i
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Fig. 1. Vertical profiles of the horizontal integral
f1?, {2?, 45'? , and (5"j in units of 1015 0z3 so-li
in represented by a dash-dot line, Summer by a dotted
Fall by a dashed line, and Winter by a solid line.
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may be seen in figure 2, there are some fairly large
positive generations around 1000 mb at 10"N where the
equatorward flow begins to become upgradient. Progressing
in figure 1 upward into the atmosphere, the equatorward
flow in the winter Hadley cell is seen to yield net posi-
tive generation to about 450 mb. As may be seen in the
winter cross-section in figure 2, there is centered at
about 400 mb and 20'N a strong area of negative generation
associated with the equatorward flow there being down a
strong gradient of the angular velocity (see the last
column in figure 4 for cross-sections of relative mean
angular velocity). The effect of this negative generation
around 400 mb is clearly seen in figure 1. The net result
is that for a volume with its upper horizontal boundary at
p, = 313 nb, there is a negative generation of kinetic
energy due to {11 amounting to -1.83 x 1020 erg sec-1
(see table 1). From what we have said though, it is ob-
vious that this number is the result of the sum of large
quantities of opposite signs, and is therefore suspect.
Above 313 mb, however, the position of the poleward branch
of the wintertime Hadley cell and the position of the jet
with its very strong gradients are optimum for interaction,
yielding very strong positive generations which completely
dominate in volumes whose upper horizontal boundaries
are above 313 mb.
In spring and summer, a weaker Hadley cell coupled
-38-
with a weaker and more northerly positioned jet result in
less interaction and much smaller numbers for the integral
of ill than are found in fall and winter. Unlike these
latter two seasons, there are upper tropospheric and
stratospheric negative generations of kinetic energy due
to il? during spring and sumier as evidenced by figure
1. The resulting total hemispheric volume integral
(i.e., when p,= 13 mb) are numbers whose signs are in
doubt though their magnitudes are believably small in
comparison with those of fall and winter.
Results for term {ll obtained With Walker's subset
of stations are generally not much different in character
than those described here, which were obtained using the
full network. However there are differences worth men-
tioning in the actual values obtained for comparable
volumes for the two data samples. The largest difference
in absolute magnitude occurs with the large winter values,
with a total hemispheric volume integral for Walker's
data of 74.5 x 1020 erg sec"I and for the full network
of 92.5 x 1020 erg sec"1 . By far the most significant
percentual differences however, occur in summer where,
for example, Walker's data yields a value of 3.17 x 1020
erg sec"1 and the full network a value of -1.81 x 1020
erg sec"1 for the total hemispheric volume, We will see
later that this summer sensitivity to the data sample as
-39-
revealed here by this moan cell term [1i will also be
strongly felt by the vertical eddy terms, which are
determined from the mean circulation by continuity
requirements.
2. Evaluation of the volume integral of 12f
This integral represents the generation of mean zonal
kinetic energy arising from the meridional transport of the
angular momentum associated with the differential rotation.
Term 12J is similar in form to term {li , but
with ulJ substituted for ,t aL *o . We might expect
therefore that many of the general features of both terms
would be similar, although since {1 is typically two
orders of magnitude smaller than f. a. cos , term t2f
would be correspondingly smaller (and of course, we note
l3 may have negative values, particularly at lower
latitudes, whereas ./L a. coo, is always positive).
One consequence of the smaller coefficient of fi] in
term t2) is to increase our confidence in its computed
integral values, since uncertainties in [i- are not so
greatly magnified.
For the 60 month average condition, the volume inte-
gral of (2' is fairly small, as revealed by the values
-40-
in table 2. The values are completely negligible for the
smallest layers, reflecting the smallness of ful there.
In all volumes having the surf ace (1013 mb) as a lower
boundary, term [2 produces a positive generation of
mean zonal kinetic energy, with the maximum contribution
to its volume integral being made at jet stream level
around 200 mb, where [u) and the gradient of angular
velocity are largest (see second column of figure 1).
As with IlJ , the fall and winter seasons, with
their combination of a well developed Hadley cell and a
strong southerly positioned jet, yield the largest values
for the volume integrals of {21 . In both seasons, the
major contribution is made, as we would expect, by the
region just south of the jet as may be seen from the
appropriate cross-sections in figure 2. Just as was the
case for term ill and for similar reasons, there appears
to be in the winter cross-section a negative anamoly
centered near 20'N and 400 mb. This region of negative
generation makes itself felt in both the wintertime
profile in figure 1 and the corresponding volume integrals
in table 2. It should be remembered that at these lower
latitudes, our data is not all it should be, and a future
determination with a better network of stations might
alter our impression of this "negative anamoly". In any
case, the effects of this negative generation in winter
Table 2.
1013 mb to
13
63
113
163
213
263
313
363
413
463
513
563
613
663
713
763
813
863
913
963
The 60-month and seasonal period values of the volume
integral of {2? for northern hemispheric volumes of
various depths. The lower boundary is fixed at 1013 mb
and the upper boundary is at the pressure level in mb
indicated by the row heading. Units are 1020 erg sec-1.
60 months
0.21
0.21
0.22
0.22
0.17
0.12
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
+0.00
+0.00
+0.00
+0.00
Spring
-0.10
-0.10
-0.08
-0.05
-0.01
0.03
0.06
0.06
0.05
0004
0.03
0.02
0.01
0001
+0.00
+0.00
-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
+0.00
Summer
-0.04
-0.07
-0.07
-0.04
0.02
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
+0.00
+0.00
Fall
0.83
0.85
0.81
0.72
0.53
0.34
0022
0.16
0.12
0.09
0.06
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
+0.00
+0.00
Winter
3.10
3.17
3.06
2.56
1020
0.10
-0.09
-0.01
0.07
0.08
0.05
0002
0.01
+0.00
+0.00
+0.00
+0.00
0.01
0.01
+0.00
around 400 mb are completely overcome in the volume
integral as the upper horizontal boundary is moved higher
to-include the strong positive generation associated with
the jet.
The less active seasons of spring and summer exhibit
smaller values for [2J . Upper level negative generation
in these seasons (see figure 1), associated with a large
portion of the indirect Ferrel cell lying south of the jet
yielding downgradient transports there, is sufficient to
outweigh the lower level positive generation resulting in
negative values of the integral of f2? for the complete
hemispheric volume.
We note that possible low latitude biases cannot be
very well removed using Walker's subset of stations, and
the major contributions to the volume integral are made
south of the jet, in these lower latitudes. Even so,
results obtained with Walker's subset show some differences
from the results presented here. Most notable of these
are the generally smaller values obtained for the volume
integrals, resulting from diminished contributions to the
positive generation made by jet stream level interactions.
Thus the 60-month complete hemispheric integral is only
0.06 x 1020 erg sec-nl with Walker's data, and the winter-
time total hemispheric volume integral is also reduced,
to 2.22 x 1020 ezL 600-1 . In winter, by the way,
-42-
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Walker's data yields a stronger regime of negative
generation than is given by the full complement of
stations. (Walker's data results in a volume integral
of 12 f of -0.32 x 1020 erg sec-1 when the upper hori-
zontal boundary is placed at 313 mb, whereas the most
negative value in table 2 for the wintier is -0.09 x 1020
erg sec- 1 , also for p, = 313 mb.)
3. Evaluation of the volume integral of {3'J :
7r_ 2
This integral represents the generation of mean zonal
kinetic energy arising from the meridional transport of
the angular momentum associated with the horizontal
standing eddy motion.
The values of the volume integral for various sized
polar caps for the 60-month period and for the individual
seasons are listed in table 3. It may be quickly noticed
that for all periods considered, the values contributed
to the volume integral of [3'1 by the lower half of the
atmosphere is quite small. As might have been anticipated,
it is in connection with the strong winds at the upper
levels where the major contributions are made, as is clear
from the profiles of the horizontal integral of f3'J
contained In figure 1.
-44-
Table 3.
1013 mb to
.13
63
113
163
213
263
313
363
413
463
513
563
613
663
713
763
813
863
913
963
The 60-month and seasonal period values of the volume
integral of f3'l for northern hemispheric volumes of
various depths. The lower boundary is fixed at 1013 mb
and the upper boundary is at the pressure level in mb
indicated by the row heading. Units are 1020 erg sec-1 .
60 months
0.35
0.35
0.28.
0.22
0.20
0.19
0.15
0.11
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0.01
0.01
+0*00
+0.00
+0.00
+0.00
-0.00
-0.00
Spring
0.44
0.42
0.36
0.28
0.20
0.14
0.11
0.09
0.07
0.05
0*04
0.02
0.01
+0.00
.0.00
-0.01
-0.01
-0.00
-0.01
-0.01
Summer
1.05
1.04
0.85
0.64
0.37
0.14
0.06
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0*02
0.01
0.01
-0.00
-0.01
-0.02
-0.01
Fall
2.04
1.97
1.72
1.43
1.15
0.88
0.65
0.47
0.33
0.24
0.16
0.09
0.06
0604
0.03
0602
0602
0601
+0.00
+0.00
Winter
1621
1.26
1.15
0.94
0.88
0.80
0.58
0.37
0.20
0.10
0604
0.01
-0.01
.0.01
-0.00
+0.00
+0.00
-0.00
-0600
+0.00
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For the 60-month mean conditions, table 3 reveals that
for all volumes in which the upper horizontal boundary is
placed at 863 mb or higher, term f3'j gives a net
positive generation of zonal kinetic energy. This mani-
festation of the negative eddy viscosity phenomenon is
seen on the 60-month cross-section of J3' , depicted in
the third column of figure 2, to be most strong in the
region of the jet around 200 mb between 20* and 40'N. As
noted by Sims (1969), because of the nature of standing
eddies, we should expect to, and do find that the total
hemispheric volume integral is smaller for the 60-month
average than for the individual composite seasons.
Insofar as the seasons are concerned, there is little
that can be added to the discussion of those features
noted by Sims (1969). Thus, as he mentions, the accelera-
tion of the general circulation in the fall and its de-
celeration in the spring are mirrored in the behavior of
term f3'?, for as revealed in table 3 of the present study,
fall has the largest values for the volume integral of
1.3' for all volumes considered, and spring. shows con-
sistently small values. The extreme local values appearing
on the winter cross-section for J31? in figure 2 give
rise to considerable uncertainty in computing the winter-
time horizontal integral values, which are plotted in
figure 1. When Walker's subset of stations is utilized,
the volume integrals obtained for winter are smaller than
the comparable values obtained with the full set of
stations. In fact, as Sims (1969) points out, the total
hemispheric volume integral computed with Walker's data
is a slightly negative number, -0.24 x 1020 erg sec"I
as contrasted with+1.21 x 1020 erg sec-1 given in
table 3. Also regarding Walker's data, it is interesting
to note that, as in winter, the volume integrals for fall
are also smaller than those obtained with the full set of
stations (although the differences are not so large as
in winter). However, in summer, Walker's data yields
somewhat larger volume integrals than those given in
table 3, and are such that Walker's values for the larger
sized summer volumes become comparable to the fall values
also obtained with this subset of stations,
4. Evaluation of the volume integral of f3"j :
This integral represents the generation of mean zonal
kinetic energy arising from the meridional transport of
the angular momentum associated with the horizontal trans-
ient eddy motion.
As with the case of 3'J , term (3"j has previously
been much discussed in the literature which we have
already referrenced and so our discussion of it will be
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brief here (also see Macdonald and Frazier, 1969, for
further comments about transient and standing eddies).
The volume integrals for all periods are given in table 4,
the vertical profiles of the horizontal integral in the
last column of figure 1, and the meridional cross-sections
in the last column of figure 2.
The most immediate result to be noticed in table 4 is
that, with one minor exception, the values are all positive,
indicating the predominant action of negative eddy viscos-
ity. The largest value for the total hemispheric volume
integral is for the 60-month average condition; however,
by-and-large, the biggest volume integrals occur in the
fall, the season associated with an accelerated general
circulation.
The results for term [3"3 contained in figures 1 and
2 show that, as expected, the major contribution to the
volume integral of {3"J is obtained through interaction
of the transient eddy angular momentum transport with the
strong gradients associated with the jet stream. Once
again it is the winter cross-section which contains the
most contrasting positive and negative regions. The
location of the centers of these opposing winter regions
at jet stream level is perhaps attributable to the strad-
ling of the center of the region of maximum angular
momentum transport over very nearly the center of the
-48-
Table 4.
1013 mb to
13
63
113
163
213
263
313
363
413
463
513
563
613
663
713
763
813
863
913
963
The 60-month and seasonal period values of the volume
integral of {3"l for northern hemispheric volumes of
various depths. The lower boundary is fixed at 1013*mb
and the upper boundary is at the pressure level in mb
indicated by the row heading. Units are 1020 erg sec-1.
60 months
7.03
6.95
6.69
5.99
4.74
3.43
2.46
1.79
1.32
0.99
0.73
0.53
0.39
0.29
0.21
0-14
0.09
0.05
0.02
+0.00
Spring
5.60
5.62
5.50
4.98
3.95
2.86
2.07
1.51
1.11
0.81
0.59
0.42
0.30
0.22
0.15
0.10
0.07
0.04
0.02
+0.00
Summer
4.64
4.63
4.51
4.04
3.14
2.22
1.59
1.15
0.83
0.61
0.45
0.32
0.23
0.16
0.11
0.06
0.04
0.02
0.01
+0.00
Fall
6.98
6.93
6.68
6.12
5.20
4.09
3.07
2.26
1.68
1.26
0.95
0.70
0.51
0.38
0*27
0.18
0.12
0.07
0.03
0.01
Winter
4.86
4.76
4.62
4.28
3.66
2.91
2.25
1.71
1.30
0.98
0.73
0.52
0.37
0.26
0.17
0.10
0. 06
0.03
0.01
-0.00
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strong winter jet, yielding both large up- and down-
gradient transports (see figure 4a of Starr, Peixoto
and Gaut, 1970, for cross-sections of the transient
eddy angular momentum transport). This juxtaposition
of the jet and the field of transient eddy angular
momentum transport giving rise to some region of negative
generation occurs to some extent in all seasons, but is,
as we have said, most significant in the winter when the
gradients are also strongest. The presence of these
contrasting regimes explains why the horizontal integrals,
plotted for (3"j in figure 1, in the region of the jet
stream are smallest in the winter.
Results obtained with Walker's data are quite
similar to those presented here, with particularly good
agreement between most of the volume integral values for
all periods. However, Walker's data tend to give some-
what more positive volume integrals for those volumes
which include the jet stream region. This is particularly
the case in winter, where, not surprisingly, the largest
absolute differences (the greatest being 0.83 x 1020 erg
sec-I for p, 63 mb) between the two sets of stations
are to be found.
B. Internal vertical processes,
1. Evaluation of the volumne integral of {4:
a2 cod ~ n) 2 a
oy aco
This integral represents the generation of mean zonal
kinetic energy arising from the vertical transport of the
angular momentum associated with the earth's rotation.
~The values of the volume integrals listed in table 5
for f4J exhibit the same erratic tendencies noted earlier
in the behavior of I lf , and for much tha same reasons.
The earth's velocity, .Aacef , is of relatively large
magnitude, and fi3J , since it is obtained from fNrJ
through continuity requirements, is subject to the same
uncertainty as is [vi . Thus the magnitudes in table
5 may not be very accurate, although the negative signs
are, except perhaps for some of the smaller volumes, to
be reasonably believed.
For the 60-month average condition, the graph in the
first column of figure 3 indicates that there is a net
negative generation due to {4f beginning at the surface
and extending to around 220 mb. As with term 1l?
the explanation behind this behavior lies chiefly in
the interaction of the low latitude Hadley cell with
the field of mean zonal angular velocity. This is
because the co3? dependence in (4 tends to make
the low latitude actions dominant. Since below the
-51-
Table 5.
1013 mb to
13
63
113'
163
213
263
313
363
413
463
513
563
613
663
713
763
813
863
913
963
The 60-month and seasonal period values of the volume
integral of f4? for northern hemispheric volumes of
various depths. The lower boundary is fixed at 1013 mb
and the upper boundary is at the pressure level in mb
indicated by the row heading. Units are 1020 erg sec-1.
60 months
-23.6
-23.6
-23.6
-24.1
-25.1
-24.5
-22.2
-20.2
-17.9
-16.0
-14.2
-12.3
-10.1
-8.46
-7.18
-5.64
-4.22
-3-37
-2.38
-0.85
Spring
-15-3
-15.1
-14.0
-12.6
-11.8
-11.4
-10.7
-9.87
-9.07
-8.23
-7.48
-6.65
-5.75
-5.07
-4.52
-3.79
-3.12
-2.74
-2.13
-0.81
Summer
-15.7
-15.4
-14.7
-13.9
-12.9
-12.1
-11.3
-10.4
-9.79
-9.29
-8.62
-7.39
-5.82
-4.57
-3.56
-2.28
-1.12
-0.66
-0.52
-0.21
Fall_
-39.4
-39.6
.40.5
-42.2
-44.5
-43.3
-39.0
-35.1
-31.6
-28.4
-25.5
-.22.1
-18.2
-15.2,
-12.9
-10.2
-7.75
, -6.23
-4.33
-1.49
Winter
-97.9
-98.2
-99.8
-104.
-110.
-106.
-92.2
-79.2
-68.2
-59.3
-51.7
-43.2
-33.7
-26.4
-21.3
-15.5
-10.1
-6.89
-4.19
-1.30
W52 
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tropopause, the vertical motions in the Hadley cell tend
to be generally down the gradient of angular velocity,
the result is the negative generation we have pointed-out.
The interaction between the Ferrel cell and the field of
angular velocity should not be discounted however, for
although the more northerly position of the Ferrel cell
diminishes its effectiveness with regard to the ao?#
dependence, this cell is centered in the region of large
vertical gradients of angular velocity. Thus, as the
60-month cross-section of f4l contained in figure 4
illustrates, the Ferrel cell contributes a region of
substantial positive generation between 45* and 60'N.
The negative generation to the south is more than enough
to overcome this positive generation, although since the
resulting horizontal integrals which are plotted in
figure 3 are the result of the differences between these
opposing domains of large numerical values, their accura-
cy in magnitude is probably less than desirable. Finally,
we note on the 60-month cross-section that above 200 mb
between about 10* and 35* N, the positive generation is
associated with the change of sign in the vertical gradient
of mean zonal angular velocity. This regiin of positive
generation above the core of the jet is also to be noticed
on the 60-month vertical profile of the horizontal integral
of {4j contained in figure 3.
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The seasonal variations in {4? are akin those
found for 1l? , in that the active seasons of fall and
winter yield the largest numerical values for the volume
integrals. The explanation for this seasonal behavior
again lies in the seasonal variations of the mean Hadley
cell (and to some extent, the Ferrel cell as well) and the
field of angular velocity. In fall, and especially in
winter, the vertical motions in these cells are predomi-
nantly down the vertical gradient of angular velocity,
resulting in a negative generation of zonal kinetic
energy. As was the situation for the 60-month average
condition, however, upward motion in the indirect Ferrel
cell during these two seasons contributes a rather large
area of positive generation, as shown in figure 4, once
again casting doubt upon the veracity of the actual size
of the horizontal integrals which are obtained from the
sum of such large numbers of opposite sign. The fall and
winter cross-sections also exhibit, south of the jet, a
strong shift from negative generation below around 200 mb
to positive generation above this height. This feature,
also noted by Sims (1969), results again from the change
in sign of the gradient of the angular velocity above the
core of the jet. The fall and winter profiles in figure
3 also reveal this effect.
The spring and summer cross-sections for f4 contained
-56-
in figure 4 exhibit, to an even greater extent than for the
other two seasons, a cellular pattern, the details of
which are not too readily explainable. Because of a weaker
mean circulation during the warm half-year, the numbers
on the spring and summer cross-sections are generally
smaller than those found on the cross-sections for fall
and winter. Unlike the case for these latter two seasons,
the spring and sununer vertical profiles of the horizontal
integral of {41 contained in figure 3 show that the
negative generation which dominates below the tropopause
continues to do so above the tropopause during the warm
half-year. The reason for this contrast between the two
half-years is that during the spring and summer, the change
of sign in the vertical gradient of angular velocity above
and to the north of the jet core is accompanied there by
a significant upward downgradient motion in the Ferrel
cell, whereas this action is very much diminished in fall
and winter. The result on the spring cross-section, for
example, is a region of negative generation centered near
40'N and 150 mb which dominates, upon forming the hori-
zontal integrals plotted in figure 3, the region of posi-
tive generation associated with the downward upgradient
motion to the south of the center of the jet. The result-
ing spring and summer total hemispheric volume integrals
for {4j are much larger in magnitude than the comparable
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figures for fl , since in the former cases the horizontal
integrals are all of the same sign though their exact
values are questionnable.
In light of all that has been said above in connection
with the errors inherent in measuring 14? , it is not
surprising to find that Walker's data gives quantitatively,
if not qualitatively, different results, particularly in
the large fall and winter season values. Walker's stations
yield volume integrals of generally smaller magnitudes
than those obtained for the comparable volumes using the
full station network. The greatest contrast in magnitude
occurs, as expected, in winter, where Walker's greatest
magnitude for a volume integral is -88.9 x 1020 erg
sec*'1 (for p, = 213 mb), while the value given in table
5 for this volume is -110 x 1020 erg sec-1. The signifi-
cant change found between the summer total hemispheric
volume integral values of jl? obtained from the two data
samples is not, for some reason, repeated by a similar
summer sensitivity in the comparable values for J4?
The summer differs in this manner from the other periods,
which show a tendency for the difference in the two
station networks' measurements of il? to be balanced by a
compensating difference in their measurements of {4 . This
tendency is not found in the sunner and as a result summer
shows the -most significant difference in the two data
-58-
samples' measurements of the net effect of the earth's
rotation.
2. Evaluation of the volume integral of 5 :
-This integral represents the generation of mean zonal
kinetic energy arising from the vertical transport of the
angular momentum associated with the differential rotation.
Term {5f has the same form as does term (4f but with
[i] replacing Laco, , the former being about two
orders of magnitude smaller than the latter. The situa-
tion is completely analogous to that found existing in the
relationship between the horizontal. internal processes,
1l and { , which we discussed earlier.
The volume integrals of {5 are listed in table 6, the
vertical profiles of the horizontal integrals are given in
the second column of figure 3, and the meridional cross-
sections are given in the second column of figure 4. The
numerical magnitudes shown associated with {5f are small
when compared to those for 14? , but the qtalitative
nature of the features associated with both terms remains
quite similar, which is what we should expect. Thus it
will not be necessary to repeat here the detailed discus-
Table 6.
1013 mb to
13
63
113
163
213
263
313
363
413
463
513
563
613
663
713
763
813
863
913
The 60-month and seasonal period values of the volume
integral of f5j for northern hemispheric volumes of
various depths. The lower boundary is fixed at 1013 mb
and the upper boundary is at the pressure level in mb
indicated by the row heading. Units are 1020 erg sec-1..
60 months
-0.36
-0.35
-0.35.
-0.36
-0.41
-0.38
-0.29
-0.22
-0.17
-0.12
-0-09
-0.05
-0.03
-0.01
+0.00
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01
Spring
-0.22
-0.22
-0.20
-0.15
-0.10
-0.08
-0.06
-0.05
-0.04
-0.03
-0.02
-0.01
-0.00
0-01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
Summer
-0.13
-0.12
-0.10
-0.07
-0.06
-0.06
-0.06
-0-05
-0.04
-0.03
-0.02
-0.02
-0.01
-0-01
-0.00
-0.00
+0.00
+0.00
+0.00
Fall
-0.81
-0.82
-0.86
-0.97
-1.11
-1.01
-0.77
-0.58
-0.43
-0.33
-0024
-. 16
-0.08
-0.03
-0.00
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.02
Winter
-3.23
-3.24
-3.34
-3.65
-4.21
-3.87
-2.85
-2.07
-1.51
-1.12
-0.83
-0.55
-0.31
-0.17
-0.09
-0.03
0.01
0.02
0.01
+0.00 +0.00963 +0.00 +0.00+0.00
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sion included in connection with term {4' about the inter-
action between the mean vertical motion field and the
field of mean zonal angular velocity, for it is this same
interaction which also accounts for the general character
of term {5?-.
In connection with J5? specifically, we would like to
point out that, as shown in table 6, the most significant
values of the volume integrals are those associated with
the winter season. By now this result is not surprising,
for we have seen that winter is the most active season
and the interactions referred to above are strongest. The
values obtained for the other periods are generally small
in magnitude by comparison (except perhaps for some of the
fall volumes), and may not be very reliable. Walker's
stations produce similar results, but with a distinct
tendency for the volume integrals to be less negative
than those listed in table 6.
5. Evaluation of the volume integral of f6's) :
'OO' 0 a"
This integral represents the generation of mean zonal
kinetic energy arising from the vertical transport, by
eddies of all scales and types, of the angular momentum
associated with the horizontal eddy motions.
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Our interest in the nature of the vertical eddy
processes has already been indicated in the first chapter.
By considering volumes in which only the upper horizontal
boundary is allowed to vary, and by using five years of
hemispheric data, we are able to add here some detail to
our knowledge of the effects of vertical eddy transports
of eddy angular momentum (preliminary estimates of these
possible effects having been made by Gilman, 1964).
Unfortunately, as discussed in chapter 3, it is not pos-
sible to separate the larger scale vertical eddies from
those of molecular scale when evaluating from data. Thus
it is not possible to really know to what scale a negative
generation of zonal kinetic energy (recall from chapter 1
our hesitancy to apply the term "destruction") might be
attributed, such a generation being possible through
"frictional"-type actions, through large-scale positive
eddy viscosity or through a combination of both. With
regard to a positive generation, however, we would expect
such an action to be attributable, in analogy with hori-
zontal eddy behavior, to the dominance of large-scale
vertical eddies. Finally before discussing the results,
it might perhaps be well to point out again that although
neither Jii3 or [V) appear explicitly in (6'sS , they
both are required to evaluate 26'sa from data, and so
this term is subject to the uncertainties we have mentioned
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earlier in connection with [v] . As Sims (1969) points
out, though, the results obtained for [6'sj appear
generally quite reasonable in character.
The volume integrals of [6'sj are listed in table
7, and the vertical profiles of the horizontal integrals
of [6's? are found in the third column of figure 3. The
meridional cross-sections which appear in the third column
of figure 4 have already been quite adequately discussed
by Sims and are presented again here mainly for the sake
of completeness.
The profiles in figure 3 indicate that for all time
periods considered there is a negative generation of zonal
kinetic energy in the layer between 1013 mb and 900 mb.
This negative generation is greatest closest to the sur-
face, which is reasonable to expect since frictional and
small-scale effects are included in {6's8 . Also, the
negative generation is greatest for fall and winter, when
the surface winds are generally strongest. Net positive
generation appears lowest in the vertical profiles for
the summer season (near 900 mb), but it is the spring
composite season whose vertical profile shows the greatest
amount of positive generation throughout the layer from
roughly 830 to 200 mb. The vertical profiles for winter
and for the 60-month period also show a changeover from
-63-
Table 7.
1013 mb to
13
63
113
163
213
263
313
363
413
463
513
563
613
663
713
763
813
863
913
963
The 60-month and seasonal period values of the volume
integral of f6'sj for northern hemispheric volumes of
various depths. The lower boundary is fixed at 1013 mb
and the upper boundary is at the pressure level in mb
indicated by the row heading. Units are 1020 erg sec-1.
60 months
-0.97
-0.76
-0.15.
0.46
0.88
0.76
0.39
0.11
-0.15
-0.39
-0.82
-1-04
-1022
-1-35
-1.48
-1-56
-1-51
-1.26
-0.74
Spring
7*62
7.57
7.46
7.47
7.61
7.35
6.51
5.67
4.87
4.11
3.43
2.70
1.89
1*25
0.79
0.32
-0.17
-0.59
--0.73
--049
Summer
2.02
2.22
2.92
3.77
4.59
4.60
3.97
3.39
2.84
2.32
1.89
1.48
1008
0.77
0.55
0.32
0004
-0.27
-0.44
-0.35
Fall_
-11.1
-11.0
-11.0
-11.2
-11.3
-11.3
-10.9
-10-3
-9.58
-8.89
-8.26
-7.56
-6.79
-6.18
-5.76
-5.28
-4.58
-3.68
-2.65
-1.45
Winter
0.05
o.16
0.28
0.25
o-44
0*29
-0-24
-0-78
-1.33
-1.83
-2*25
-2.65
-2.99
-3.18
-3.31
-3.43
-3.30
-2.81
-2.11
-1.19
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low level negative generation to mid and upper tropospheric
level positive generations of zonal kinetic energy, for
winter the transition occurring near 730 mb and for the
60-month period the transition occurring near 820 mb.
As shown by the numbers in table 7, the positive genera-
tion overcomes the negative generation in the layers
beneath it most effectively in the spring and summer, where
net positive generations first appear in a spring volume
which has p,= 763 mb and in a summer volume which has
p, 813 mb. The corresponding values for the pressure
level nearest the ground at which the upper boundary must
be placed so that there may be a net positive generation
in the volume are for winter at 263 mb, and for the
60-month period at 363 mb.
We have so far not mentioned in much detail the
results for the fall season, owing to their unique nature.
In the region from the surface up to roughly 200 mb, the
vertical profile for fall alone shows a negative generation
everywhere.' This is also reflected in the volume integrals
for fall shown in table 7. As stated earlier, we cannot
know whether this negative generation results from small-
scale predominance over a possible large-scale vertical
eddy negative viscosity action, or whether in fact the
large-scale vertical eddies also produce a negative
generation in this season through a downgradient transport
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of eddy angular momentum. However, as discussed in the
next paragraph, there is reason to believe that at least
some of the fall negative generation at the higher levels
can be attributed to large-scale positive viscous effects.
Turning attention now to the behavior of the vertical
profiles for the various time periods above approximately
200 mb, we note that the dominating mid-altitude positive
generations found in the spring, summer, winter, and 60-
month periods all give way to some extent to areas of net
negative generations in this stratospheric region. The
fall season also experiences a change of sign in the '
generation of zonal kinetic energy (although it is in the
opposite direction shown by the other periods), as the
dominating tropospheric negative generation discussed in
the previous paragraph is replaced by a layer of positive
generation. This similar upper level behavior, in which
the generation reversessign in the vertical for all time
periods, is likely associated with the reversal above the
center of the jet of the vertical gradient of the differ-
ential.angular velocity which occurs in all time periods.
The yielding of positive generation in the fall associated
with this reversal of gradient might suggest that large-
scale eddies, which presumably are acting in this region
to cause this positive generation, are transporting angular
momentum downward below the center of the jet as well, and
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are indeed contributing to the negative generation there.
The extent of this action, though, cannot be known, as
discussed previously.
Concerning the accuracy of the values obtained for
the volumo integrals in table 7 and the horizontal inte-
grals of t6'as which are profiled in figure 3, it is to
be noted that, once again, the results for the winter
season, and to some extent for the 60-month period as
well, represent small differences between large quantities
and are therefore somewhat questionnable. This is borne
out by comparing the results given here with those obtained
from using Walker's subset of stations. Thus in winter,
for example, Walker's data gives a complete hemispheric
volume integral of -1.26 x 1020 erg sec-1, and in the
60-month average condition, -2.27 x 1020 erg sec"il, in
both cases showing more net negative generation than is
obtained with the full network although the qualitative
features of the vertical profiles remain similar. The
largest differences in the volume integrals obtained from
the two sets of station networks, however, are to be
observed in the summer season, with Walker's 'stations
giving negative values for all positions of the upper
boundary and a complete hemispheric volume integral of
-2.98 x 1020 erg sec-1 , as contrasted with a value of
+2.02 x 10o20 erg se listed in table 7. The explanation
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for this summer difference may lie in the fact that
(6'as depends, through continuity requirements, upon
[v) . For some not so obvious reason, the effect of
the summertime measurement of the mean meridional circu-
lation in determining {6'sl appears to be very sensitive
to the data sample chosen. Recall our previous discus-
sions of the mean cell terms IlI and f4? also with
regard to their sensitivity to the summuer data sample.
We note, too, the independent result presented in Starr,
Peixoto and Sims (1970), that the difference between the
values obtained from the two data samples for the total
hemispheric volume integral of {l'S is largest and most
significant in the summer. The summer vertical profile
for J6's? obtained from Walker's data differs from that
contained in figure 3, in that Walker's results show the
low level negative generation to extend to a greater
height, and the region of positive generation to be much
more shallow. However, the feature of a changeover back
to negative generation at high levels is still apparent.
Finally, the integral results for the spring and fall
seasons appear to be most reliable, as the results
obtained for these seasons from Walker's sWations are in
good accord, both qualitatively and quantitatively, with
what is presented in table 7 and in figure 3, the only
somewhat important difference here being that with Walkerts
spring data the high level changeover to negative genera-
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tion is more pronounced.
We have thus seen in connection with (6's3 that there
exists in most periods an important negative eddy viscous
action in the vertical, which serves to maintain the mean
westerly jet. Such an action leads us to conclude that
eddies of large scale play an important role in the
vertical, as well as the horizontal, processes. We may
also repeat the observation made by Sims (1969) that the
vertical eddies appear to have a moderating influence on
both the fall acceleration and the spring deceleration.
More will be said in the next chapter about the role of
f6's in the overall balance of zonal kinetic energy.
C. Vertical Boundary Processes.
The vertical boundary processes are represented by
terms 171 , 185 ,{9tj , and {9"f , the exact forms of
which are listed at the end of chapter 3. These processes
are the transport of mean zonal kinetic energy across a
vertical wall resulting from the work done by the stress
components associated with the rotation of the earth, the
differential rotation, the standing eddy motion, and the
transient eddy motion, respectively. (We will not concern
ourselves here with discussing the direct meridional ad-
vection of zonal kinetic energy, which is given by term
(A) and has values which are precisely one-half of those
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for term t83 .)
In this present study, we are concerned with the
vertical boundary which is located at the equator only.
Vertical profiles of the four vertical boundary terms
evaluated at the equator are contained in figure 5, and
the vertical integrals of these terms are given in tables
8 through 11 (note, as discussed earlier, that on the
profiles the vertical coordinate, pressure, decreases
away from the bottom, and an area enclosed by a curve
lying to the left of the zero value line represents a
transport into the volume; in the tables of the vertical
integrals, such a transport into the volume, i.e., across
the equator into the northern hemisphere, is given by
a positive number). Meridional cross-sections of the
vertical boundary processes are not given here, since we
are considering one fixed wall. Such cross-sections may
be found in Sims (1969, 1970), wherein meridional trans-
ports for various latitudinal positions, including that
at the equator, of the vertical boundary are considered.
Because a rather complete treatment of mean zonal kinetic
energy meridional transport processes is given by Sims,
we will not enumerate here the individual vertical boundary
processes separately, but will rather discuss some of
their major features as they pertain here briefly in
the following paragraph.
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VERTICAL BOUNDARY PROCESSES
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The 60-month and seasonal period values of the vertical
integral of N71 evaluated for various depths along the
equatorial vertical boundary. The lower boundary is
fixed at 1013 mb and the upper boundary is at the
pressure level in mb indicated by the row heading. Units
are 1020erg sec-1.
1013 mb to 60 months
1.54
0.77
0.55
0.57
0*72
0.93
1.07
1.09
1.03
0.95
0.87
0.70
0.40
0.09
-o.16
-0-39
-0.58
-0.66
-0-74
Spring
1.40
0.62
0.18
-0.03
-0.15
-0.24
-0.25
-0.17
-0.04
0.03
-0.03
-0.27
-0.68
-1.48
-1.67
-1.35
-1.07
Summer
10.6
8.71
8.67
7.52
3.93
0.45
-1.27
-1.78
-1.72
-1-71
-1.90
-2.19
-2.44
-2.53
-2.49
-2.42
-2.31
-2.10
-1.81
Fall
3.29
3.17
3.19
3.21
2.99
2.84
2.88
2.90
2.81
2.69
2.61
2.46
2.14
1.33
0.92
0.51
0.14
-0.47
-0.72 -0.73 -1.40
Table 8.
113
163
213
263
313
363
413
463
513
563
Winter
4.99
4-99
5.39
5.51
5.51
5.68
5.71
5.36
5.04
4.94
4.71
4.34
3.95
2.87
2.26
1.50
663
713
763
813
863
913
963 -o-83 o-63
-72-
Table 9. The 60-month and seasonal period values of the vertical
integral of f8i evaluated for various depths along the
equatorial vertical boundary. The lower boundary is
fixed at 1013 mb and the upper boundary is at the
pressure level in mb indicated by the
are 1020 erg sec- 1.
1013 mb to
13
63
113
163
213
263
313
363
413
463
513
563
613
663
713
763
813
863
913
963
60 months
-0.02
-0.00
-0.00
.-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
+0.00
+0.00
Spring
-0.02
-0.01
-0.01
-0-01
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
-0*01
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
+0.00
+0.00
+0.00
+0.00
+0.00
+0.00
+0.00
Summer
-0.19
-0.15
-0.15
-0.14
-0.08
-0.03
-0.01
+0.00
+0.00
+0.00
+0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
row heading.
Fall_
-0.02
-0.02
-0.02
-0-02
-0.02
-0.02
-0.02
-0.02
-0.02
-0.02
-0.02
-0-02
-0.02
-0.02
-0.02
-0.01
-0.01
-0.00
-0.00
+0.00
Units
Winter
-0.03
-0.03
-0.03
-0.03
-0.03
-0.03
-0.03
-0.03
-0.03
-0.03
-0.03
-0.03
-0.03
-0.03
-0.03
-0.03
-0.03
-0.02
-0.01
-0.01
The 60-month and seasonal period values of the vertical
integral of f9'l evaluated for various depths along the
equatorial vertical boundary. The lower boundary is
fixed at 1013 mb and the upper boundary is at the
pressure level in mb indicated by the
are 1020 erg sec-1.
row heading. Units
1013 mb to
13
63
113
163
213
263
313
363
413
463
513
563
613
663
713
763
813
863
913
60 months
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0-03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.01
0-01
-0.01 -0.00
Table 10.
Spring
-.0.01
-0.00
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
-0.00
+0.00
+0.00
0.01
+0.00
-0.01
Summer
-0.08
-0.07
-0.07
-0.06
-0.03
-0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0001
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
+0.00
+0.00
Fall
0.03
0.04
0004
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0004
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.03
000
0.02
0.01
Winter
0.03
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0-04
0-04
0004
0.04
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
+0.00 +0.00 +0.00963
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The 60-month and seasonal period values of the vertical
integral of {19" evaluated for various depths along the
equatorial vertical boundary. The lower boundary is
fixed at 1013 mb and the upper boundary is at the
pressure level in mb indicated by the
are 1020 erg sec-1.
row heading. Units
1013 mb to
13
63.
113
163
213
263
313
363
413
463
513
563
613
663
713
763
813
863
913
963
60 months
-0.07
-0.09
-0.09
-0.07
-0.03
+0.00
0.02
0-03
0.04
0.04
0-04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.02
0002
0.01
0.01
+0.00
+0.00
Table 11.
Spring
0.03
-0.04
-0.05
-0.03
-0.02
-0.01
-0.01
.0.00
..0.00
-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
+0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0601
+0.00
-0.00
Summer
-0.13
-0.13
-0.11
-0.06
0.02
0.08
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.01
+0.00
+0.00
-0.00
Fall
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
+0.00
+0.00
+0.00
-0.00
Winter
0.08
0.04
0.01
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
+0.00
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Probably the most outstanding feature to be gleaned
from tables 8 through 11 is that, except for term (?f ,
all of the transports across the equator are rather
negligible. The relative largeness of the integral
values of {7 may be attributed to its dependence upon
the quantity AocO# . The effect upon the accuracy
of our results of such a dependence has already been
discussed with regard to terms {lf and 14f . The profiles
for (7? contained in figure 5 show that the largest
transports across the equator occur in the summer. This
is also the case for term f8f , as revealed by its verti-
cal profiles contained in the same figure. This summer
maximum for both terms is related to the extensive intru-
sion in this season of the southern hemisphere Hadley cell
into the northern hemisphere, such that this cell inter-
sects the equatorial vertical wall. A similar summer
maximum in the related hemispheric exchange of atmospheric
angular momentum was found by Kidson and Newell (1969).
Finally, the vertical profiles for all the equatorial
vertical boundary terms reveal as expected that the
meridional transports there of mean zonal kinetic energy
are generally greatest in the upper atmosphere, with f71
exhibiting large surface values as well. As previously
mentioned, further details concerning the vertical
boundary terms may be found in the works of Sims
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referenced above.
D. Horizontal boundary processes.
The horizontal boundary terms which have been
designated as 10f , 111 , and {12ts? have not
previously been evaluated from data, as it is usual in
general circulation studies to deal with volumes whose
upper horizontal boundary is placed at the top of the
atmosphere and across which transports are assumed
negligible. In the present study, however, the upper
horizontal boundary is moved in the vertical, thereby
mandating a study of the vertical transports of mean zonal
kinetic energy across it. For the 60-month and seasonal
periods, the values obtained by performing the horizontal
integration of {10I , [11 , and j 12tsy at 50 mb
intervals from 1013 mb to 63 mb are presented in tables
12, 13, and 14, respectively (transports across 13 mb are
assumed negligible and horizontal boundary integrals were
not evaluated there). The vertical profiles of these
horizontal boundary integrals are contained in figure 6,
in which the values to be found in the aforementioned
tables are plotted against a vertical coordinate of
pressure. Figure 7 contains the meridional cross-sections
of terms [10 , (1Jl , and f12'sj from which their
horizontal integrals were machine computed. Also included
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in figure 7 are the 60-month and seasonal meridional
cross-sections of {BJ , the direct advection of mean
zonal 'kinetic energy across horizontal boundaries.
A cautionary word should be said concerning the
interpretation to be given to the signs of numbers appear-
ing in connection with the horizontal boundary processes.
In light of the negative signs appearing before the
horizontal boundary integrals in the balance equation (9),
negative values appearing in tables 12, 13 and 14 or in
the vertical profiles in figure 6 are meant to imply
transports of zonal kinetic energy downward across the'
upper boundary and are to be subtracted from the'values
of the other integrals on the right-hand side of (9).
However, it may be recalled in connection with the internal
generation terms that integration in the horizontal is
performed in a negative sense, that is from pole to
equator, to cancel the negative sign implied by performing
the vertical integration in pressure coordinates from
1013 mb to the upper horizontal boundary. Thus to be
consistent, in evaluating horizontal integrals from the
meridional cross-sections of the horizontal boundary
processes in figure 7, we have continued to perform the
integration in the direction of decreasing latitude.
Therefore negative values which appear on the cross-
sections in figure 7 represent upward trarsports of zonal
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kinetic energy. Similarly, positive numbers obtained for
the horizontal integrals appearing in the tables or in
the vertical profiles represent upward transports of
zonal kinetic energy, while positive numbers on the
meridional cross-sections of the horizontal boundary
terms represent downward transports.
Simply stated then, because of the manner in which
the integration is performed, the interpretation to be
given to the signs appearing in connection with the
horizontal integrals of 10j , {ll , and f12's.? is
the opposite of that to be given to those appearing in'
the meridional cross-sections of these terms, with nega-
tive signs for the integrals indicating downward trans-
ports and in the cross-sections indicating upward
transports (positive signs indicate for the integrals,
upward transports and in the cross-sections, downward
transports). Having now dealt with this possible minor
source of confusion, we proceed to discuss individually
the horizontal boundary terms,
1. Evaluation at pressure p, of the horizontal
integral of {10g :
-q a. Coc'LoCaL/
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This integral represents the vertical transport of
mean zonal kinetic energy accomplished through the work
done by the stress component associated with the rota-
tion of the earth,..t , acting across the horizontal
surface at p,.
This boundary term, involving as it does the earth's
rotation, appears only in the symmetrical form of the
zonal kinetic energy equation. As is also true for the
other terms in this equation which involve the relatively
large quantity .a.cof , evaluation of (101 results in
large numbers which are sensitive to errors made in
determining the mean meridional flow, [V) , from which
the mean vertical flow, Ii&31 , is obtained through
continuity requirements.
The horizontal integrals of {10? at the pressure
levels considered are tabulated in table 12, and the
vertical profiles of these integrals appear in the first
column of figure 6. It may be seen that for the 60-month
average condition the net transport due to lOj is down-
ward throughout most of the depth of the atmosphere, with
some small net upward transports occurring in the upper
stratosphere. Also seasonally, the predominance of
downward transports is to be noticed, with only spring
and summer exhibiting upper level net upward transports.
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The 60-month and seasonal period values of the horizontal
integral of (101 evaluated at various pressure levels. The
pressure level in mb of each horizontal surface considered
is indicated by the row heading. Units are 1020 erg sec-1.
evaluated at
13
63
113
163
213
263
313
363
413
463
513
563
613
663
713
763
813
863
913
963
1013
60 months
0.19
-0.42
-3.59
-9.04
-12.5
-12.5
-11.3
-10.3
-9.87
-9.82
-9.49
-8.59
-7.81
-7.16
-6.08
-5..00
-4-52
-3.88
-2.06
-0.80
Table 12.
Spring
0.38
2.05
3.41
2.58
0.86
0.01
-0.64
-1.58
-2957
-3.44
-3-94
-3.99
-3.90
-3.75
-3.41
-3.13
-3.22
-3.06
-1.67
-0.58
Summer
1.61
2.49
1.39
-0.62
-2.78
-4.55
-5.75
-6.71
-7-79
-8-77
-9.08
-8.69
-8.21
-7.63
-6.40
-4.91
-3.89
-3.11
-1.84
-1.00
Fall
-1.58
-5.31
-12.7
-22.7
-28.2
-27.6
-25.1
-22.9
-21.7
-21.2
-20.1
-18.1
-16.4
-15.0
-12.8
-10.4
-8.89
-6.91
-3.26
-1.01
Winter
-2.57
-10.7
-32.9
-67.4
-88.3
-85.9
-74.1
-62.1
-52.9
-46.4
-39.5
-31.4
-25.2
-20.9
-15.7
-10.8
-8.04
-5.48
-2.12
-0.36
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The meridional cross-sections contained in the first
column of figure 7 are of use in discussing the spatial
distribution of f[o for the various time periods con-
sidered. They show that flo? generally has its largest
values in the mid and upper troposphere where the mean
vertical circulation and the field of mean relative
angular velocity tend to be strongest. The major region
of upward transport of zonal kinetic energy is associated
with the upward vertical velocities in the northern
branch of the mid-latitude indirect cell. Further to the
south, the downward transports of zonal kinetic energy
are associated with the return downward mass flow in the
indirect cell and with the vertical velocity field of the
low latitude Hadley cell. A secondary region of upward
transports, which in the 60-month average condition is
located between roughly 100 and 25"N and extends tongue-
like upward from the surface, results from downward
Hadley cell velocities in a region of negative relative
angular velocity. This feature is also present in varying
degrees in the seasonal cross-sections. It is to be
noted that the low latitude Hadley cell actions are given
added importance because of the dependence of flOS upon
the square of the cosine of the latitude, but it should
also be mentioned that it is in the tropics where our
data is most sparse. Hence, as Sims (1970) points out
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in connection with term f7S , an improved network of
low latitude stations might significantly change the
features of our analysis.
Thus it may be seen that opposing regions of zonal
kinetic energy transport give rise to the values for the
horizontal integral of (l0} given in table 12. By and
large, the low latitude downward transports are shown to
dominate the action. Still, since the values of the
integrals do result in many instances from the differences
between numbers of similar magnitude, which are themselves
subject to uncertainty, it might be expected that the'
results obtained would be sensitive to the data sample
chosen. For example, looking to the winter season, which
contains the most extreme local values, data from Walker's
stations yields a value for (l0J across 463 mb of -36.1 x
1020 erg sec"I whereas data from the full network of
stations yields a corresponding value of -52.9 x 1020
erg sec" i This is the largest contrast in magnitude to
be found in the values of the horizontal integrals between
the two data samples, but differences in other time periods
and levels remain significant enough to encourage a desire
to further improve the reliability of our observations.
2. Evaluation at pressure p, of the horizontal
integral of ll{ :
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This integral represents the vertical transport of
mean zonal kinetic energy accomplished through the work
done by the stress component associated with the
relative rotation, [i) , acting across the horizontal
surface at p,.
On the basis of the general smallness of the vertical
boundary term SJ8 which similarly involves the relative
rotation (see Sims, 1970), it might be supposed that
2113 also represents a process which can usually be
neglected in energy studies. That this is not always the
case, however, may be seen from the values of the horizon-
tal integral of ll given in table 13 or plotted in
the vertical profiles contained in the second column of
figure 6. These show that some significant transports do
occur, particularly in the active winter season.
The meridional cross-sections of 111S contained in
the second column of figure 7 reveal patterns which in
their general features are similar to those found in
connection with (10 . This is to be expected since
both terms similarly involve the circulations associated
with the mean cells. Of course, there are differences
between the cross-sections of terms 110 and (113 , the
-86-
Table 13.
evaluated at
63
113
163
213
263
313
363
413
463
513
563
613
663
713
763
813
863
913
963
1013
The 60-month and seasonal period values of the horizontal
integral of {11j evaluated at various pressure levels. The
pressure level in mb of each horizontal surface considered
is indicated by the row heading. Units are 1020 erg sec-1.
60 months
0.01
0.02
-0.08
-0.28
-0.37
-0.30
-0.21
-0.15
-0.11
-0.09
-0.06
-0.03
-0.01
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.01
Spring
0.02
0.09
0.21
0.25
0.21
0.17
0.12
0.07
0.03
0.01
-0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
Summer
-0.02
0.02
0.11
0.17
0.17
0.14
0.12
0.10
0.07
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
Fall
-0.04
-0.21
-0.66
-1.24
-1.37
-1.08
-0.80
-0.59
-0.45
-0.36
-0.25
-0.13
-0.05
-0.00
0.05
0.09
0.08
0.05
0.02
Winter
-0.11
-0.65
-2.58
-5.61
-6.79
-5.61
-4.12
-2.96
-2.17
-1.65
-1.16
-0.70
-0.41
-0.25
-0.11
-0.01
0.03
0.03
0.01
+0.00 +0.00 +0.00 +0.00 +0.00
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major one being the much smaller values found on those
of the latter. Also, term (i11 depends upon the second
order of [u) and upon only the first order of the
cosine of the latitude, and so in contrast with I10s ,
the process represented by (119 is given added importance
at higher levels and diminished importance at low lati-
tudes. The low latitude "tonguet" of upward transports
mentioned in connection with [l0o no longer appears on
the cross-section for (11? , since in the latter any
negative value of relative angular velocity, which pre-
viously resulted in this feature, is now multiplied by a
negative value of relative linear velocity, ful . More
basically, we may state that since the sign of ill? is
determined only by the sign of fiNJ , that therefore
upward transports of zonal kinetic energy associated with
J113 occur in regions of upward vertical velocities and
downward transports occur in regions of downward vertical
velocities.
As has already been mentioned above, the winter
season exhibits significant values for the horizontal
integrals of i1l? . The cross-section for this season
shows this to be due to the influence of a region of strong
downward transports centered at 28'N and 250 mb. The
strong winter circulations, coupled with a most favorable
juxtaposition of the appropriate linear ard angular
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velocity fields, accounts for this presence of the
largest maximum of transport in this time period. The
fall cross-section also exhibits a high level central
maximum of downward transports, although it is not so
large as its winter counterpart. These two seasons,
containing as they do the largest transports, play the
major role in determining the features on the cross-
section for the 60-month average condition. The warm
season cross-sections of spring and summer show generally
the smallest magnitudes for ill? , as well as the most
balance between regions of upward and downward transports.
The spring season particularly exhibits a great deal of
interspersing of regions of opposing transports of
comparable magnitudes, which might cast some doubt
upon the validity of the horizontal integral values
presented in table 13 or figure 6 for this season. The
data sample represented by Walker's stations does result
in springtime horizontal integrals of distinctly more
positive values, particularly in the 600 to 400 mb region,
but the numbers remain of comparatively little consequence.
A similar comparison between the two networks of stations
for the other time periods shows generally quite good
agreement in the nature of the values obtained for the
horizontal integrals of [1l .
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3. Evaluation at pressure p, of the horizontal
integral of {l2 's :
dwC3 (L~ + I rcj-1+~ U-C-)
This integral represents the vertical eddy transport
of me an zonal kinetic energy accomplished through the work
done by the stress component associated with eddy motions
of all scales acting across the horizontal surface at p,
As has been previously discussed, the lack of
directly measured vertical velocities necessitates obtain-
ing the sum of the vertical eddy processes from continuity
requirements. Since we must treat all the vertical eddies
and friction together, it is not possible to really know
to what quantitative degree vertical eddy actions associa-
ted with fl2's may be attributed to a particular scale.
However, some surmises of a qualitative nature are possible.
Recall that positive generations of zonal kinetic energy
by vertical eddies were attributed to the large-scale eddy
transport of angular momentum against the gradient of
relative angular velocity since eddies of smaller scales
would be expected to act in the usual (positive) viscous
manner. Thus, in these regions of positive generation,
we may attribute the nature of the vertical eddy transport
of zonal kinctic enSrgy to the dominating action of these
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large-scale eddies as well. It would be a matter of
greater conjecture however to attempt to distinguish,
in those regions of negative generation, between instances
in which small-scale eddies may be dominant over negative
viscous actions of large-scale eddies and those in which
the large-scale eddies may also be acting in the nature
of classical turbulence. However, the spatial distribu-
tion of the vertical eddy actions may at least provide
some clues about which scales may be important in these
negative generation regions. Having now made these
general remarks, we present below a discussion dealing
with the specific results obtained in connection with
(1l2'aj.
The horizontal integrals of 112ts? for the various
time periods and at the selected pressure levels are given
in table 14. Vertical profiles of these values are con-
tained in the third column of figure 6. The conditions
for the 60-month average show low level downward transports
which give way to mid and upper tropospheric upward trans-
ports. After reaching a maximum, these upward transports
then diminish in strength as the top of the atmosphere is
approached. The nature of this pattern is essentially
repeated for all the seasonal periods except fall, which
exhibits strong downward transports throughout the extent
of the troposphere. It may be recalled that fall was
Table 14.
evaluated at
13
63
113
163
213
263
313
363
413
463
513
563
613
663
713
763
813
863
913
963
1013
The 60-month and seasonal period values of the horizontal
integral of (12's3 evaluated at various pressure levels.
The pressure level in mb of each horizontal surface con-
sidered is indicated by the row heading. Units are 1020
erg sec-1.
60 months
0.52
1.17.
1.71
2.19
1.96
1.16
0.64
0.58
0.68
0.76
0.73
0.57
0.36
0.08
-0.35
-0.89
-1-37
-1.58
-1.44
-1.30
Spring
-0.24
-0.46
0.05
1.61
3.23
4.02
4-31
4.40
4.40
4.32
3.97
3.29
2.57
1.92
1.21
0.40
-0.44
-1.01
-1.11
-1.05
Summer
-0.42
-0.11
1.*04
2.65
3.55
3.50
3.38
3.37
3.27
3.05
2.70
2.27
1.88
1.58
1.30
0.92
0.32
-0.29
-0.55
-0.56
Fall_
a---
0.48
0.*21
-0.75
-1.74
-3.34
-5.47
-7.03
-7.51
-7.20
-6.51
-5.61
-4.67
-3.95
-3.61
-3.63
-3.79
-3.65
-3-11
-2.30
-1.83
Winter
1.61
2.25
2.18
3.07
3.47
2.86
2.49
2.42
2.25
1.80
1.11
0.37
-0.21
-0.81
-1.66
-2.52
-2.96
-2-93
-2.66
-2.49
also shown to be the only time period in which the vertical
eddies yielded negative generations which dominated at all
layers in this part of the atmosphere. On the other hand,
it may also be recalled that we found spring to exhibit
the maximum predominance of positive .generation by the
vertical eddies, and now we find that the largest upward
eddy transports of kinetic energy also occur in this
season. Thus as was found for the internal vertical eddy
generation term, (6's? , we similarly find in connection
with 12's? that the vertical eddies exert their largest
influence in the seasons in which the general circulation
undergoes the greatest overall acceleration (fall) or
deceleration (spring), with the vertical eddies acting
in such a manner so as to moderate these overall trends.
Turning our attention now to the cross-sections of
12's? presented in figure 7, we find that for the 60-month
average condition there exist two centers of upward trans-
port, located at 27 N and 470N, separated by a tongue of
downward transports. These regions of upward transport,
which extend to jet stream levels where we have also
found vertical eddy long-term positive generations of
kinetic energy, most probably reflect at these upper
levels the actions of large-scale eddies, as per our
earlier discussion above. The general pattern of these
two distinct cells of upward transports may also be
found in all the seasonal cross-sections except in the
summer where the two cells apparently merge as the
intervening tongue of downward transports all but
disappears. Spring, in concert with the results already
cited, displays the largest predominance of upward
transports into the jet, and winter not surprisingly
displays the most extreme contrasts between regions of
opposing transports. It is somewhat remarkable to note
that on the fall cross-section, midst its vast areas of
downward transports, there still persists, centered at
49 N, a distinct remnant of the northern mid-latitude
upward transport regime. Further study is required for
an explanation of the existence of this cell.
The cross-sections for all the time periods consist-
ently show a predominance of downward transports in the
lowest atmospheric layers where we have also found the
dominant vertical eddy generations of zonal kinetic
energy to be negative. This being the region next to
the surface, it seems likely that these characteristic
downward transports owe their existence largely to small-
scale eddy and frictional actions. Finally, in connection
with the surface friction layer, it is interesting to
note on the cross-sections that a zero isoline consistently
dips to the surface in the region where surface easterlies
give way to R1urf'ace westerlies (near :30'N). This may be
-93-
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explained by the fact that in this region of transition,
surface winds are generally light, and so with surface
frictional effects reduced to a relative minimum here,
the downward eddy transports are similarly reduced.
A comparison of the results presented here with those
obtained from Walker's subset of stations shows fl2's3
to be somewhat sensitive to the data sample chosen, par-
ticularly in the summer season. For the other seasons,
Walker's data yields results which are similar in nature
to those from the full network, although with Walker's
data the horizontal integrals of 112's do tend to have
somewhat larger positive and negative maximums and the
transition levels between upward and downward transports
tend to be somewhat higher. In the summer season however
there is a relatively large difference between the character
of results gotten by using the two data samples. A vertical
profile of the horizontal integrals of {l2's3 for Walker's
summer data shows downward transports at all levels from
the surface to 310 mb, with a maximum of -0.85 x 1020
erg sec~1 across 520 mb. This may be- contrasted with a
value across this level of around +3.0 x 1020 erg sec-I
on figure 6. The net upward transports which do occur
in Walker's data are confined to the layer between 300
and 100 mb, with a maximum of only 1.23 x 1020 erg sec-
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across 213 mb. Walker's summer cross-section shows the
region of upward transports centered at 45*N in the
analogous cross-section in figure 7 to be much diminished
in strength and size. As has already been discussed
in similar connection with (6'as , the cause of this
significant summertime sensitivity of~ (12's? to the
data sample may somehow lie in the large sensitivity to
the data sample found in the measurement of the mean
summer meridional circulation, which largely determines
(12's3 through our continuity of mass and angular
momentum requirements. Finally, this summer sensitivity
to the data affects to a degree the results for the 60-
month average process, with Walker's data yielding net
downward transports up to 350 mb rather than just to
720 mb as shown in figure 6. The greatest difference in
the magnitude of the results for the 60-month period
occurs across 563 mb, with Walker's data giving a value
there of -1.34 x 1020 erg sec"I as compared to a value
of 0.73 x 1020 erg sec"I listed for the full network
in table 14.
Despite the difficulties encountered in obtaining
precise values for (l2'sl , it seems we can state with
some confidence that the results presented here show
that significant vertical transports of zonal kinetic
energy can be accomplished through eddy stress horizontal
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boundary actions. The importance of such actions as -
these has not previously been recognized sufficiently.
4. Evaluation at pressure p, of the horizontal
integral of (B' :
This integral represents the direct advection of mean
zonal kinetic energy by fw) across the horizontal surface
at p,
In its mathematical form, I B3 is exactly equal to
one-half of term (111 , As Starr and Sims (1970) point
out though, these two terms represent two very distinct
physical processes. The situation here is completely
analogous to that encountered in connection with the
meridional transport terms (8l and fA? discussed by
Sims (1970). Since term 11 has already been treated in
some detail, we need deal with JB only briefly.
Meridional cross-sections of {BJ. are contained in
figure 7; the value of the horizontal integrals of fBI
may be obtained by halving those given for (1l1 in
table 13 or figure 6. While it appears that for most
levels and time periods advection plays a minor role,
this is not always the case, particularly when one
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considers the winter upper atmosphere. Here the strong
winter circulations combine to yield net downward
advections of some consequence, with a maximum advection
of -3.4 x 1020 erg sec- 1 occurring across 263 mb. The
significance of this number may be appreciated if we
compare it with a corresponding volume integral value
of only -1.53 x 1020 erg sec"i obtained for the Coriolis
"fuv" term which in the traditional form of the zonal
kinetic energy equation combines nearly all of the effects
of the earth's rotation. It is to be remembered however
that, as discussed by Starr and Sims (1970), there always
exists an internal volume integral which will exactly
cancel the value for the horizontal boundary integral
off B? .
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CHAPTER V
THE BALANCE OF ZONAL KINETIC ENERGY
In the previous chapter, we presented individually
the results of the evaluation of each of the terms in the
symmetrical zonal kinetic energy equation. In this
present chapter we shall focus attention on how the
various terms interact so as to bring about the balance
of. zonal kinetic energy we expect to find in volumes of
any appreciable size. To this end we present five tables,
tables 15 through 19 (for the 60-month, spring, summer,
fall, and winter periods, respectively), which contain
all the information found in tables 1 through 14 but
arranged in such a manner so as to easily permit compari-
sons among the various terms for a particular volume. The
volumes considered are indicated at the top of each column
in tables 15 through 19 by the value of the pressure p,
at which the upper horizontal boundary is placed, it being
understood that the lower boundary is always fixed at
1013 mb. Besides the terms from the symmetric equation,
the tables also-include values for the Coriolos "fuv"
and "guw" terms fourA in the traditional formulation of
the equation. There is also listed a mountain torque
term, consideration of which is prompted by the fact that
the smooth earth assumption made in deriving the balance
0-99-
equation in chapter 2 is not truly realistic. More will
be said of this mountain torque term shortly. In the
row labeled "Residual", there are given the results
which represent for each volume the combined attempt of
all the appropriate terms to achieve the balance dictated
by the symmetric form of the conservation or balance
equation, as written.in (9). As discussed in the previous
chapter, the residuals are computed by subtracting the
sum of the horizontal boundary integrals from the sum of
all the other terms appropriate to the symmetric formula-
tion (plus the mountain torque term). The row labeled
"Residual'" contains analogous results obtained for those
terms which are appropriate to the traditional formulation
of the balance equation (again, the mountain torque term
common to both formulations is included in forming the
residual). Finally, it may be noted that these tables
do not contain the values for the direct advection of
zonal kinetic energy across the bounding surface, as
given by terms {AS and (BJ , for, as remarked at the end
of the last chapter, these terms are compensated for by
internal generation terms of exactly equal but opposite
magnitude.
It would appear possible to discuss at quito some
length the features revealed by tables 15 through 19.
However, considering the extent to which we investigated
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the terms individually in the previous chapter, we will
confine ourselves here to making only a few additional
remarks which concern the interrelationship among
these terms:
1. With regard to the residuals obtained, there are
some features worth mentioning. First, it is to be re-
called that the symmetric and traditional balance equa-
tions differ only with respect to the manner in which
the earth's rotation appears. Thus any differences between
the residuals obtained for the two different systems of
formulation result from differences between the sum, b1
+ [4? + {7 + {103 , of those terms involving -A. in
the symmetric system, and the independently determined
sum, {l? + f4l , of those terms involving A in
the traditional system. Given the generally quite large
magnitudes of the terms involved in the former sum and
the errors which attend them, we are not sarprised to find
that the residuals for the symmetric system behave more
erratically than those for the traditional scheme. In
what follows below we eliminate the need to consider this
additional erratic behavior by restricting our attention
to the residuals in the traditional scheme, wherein the
single term, { ltj , generally includes essentially all
of the A dependence.
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Inasmuch as the vertical processes have been derived
from the horizontal processes through continuity require-
ments, the residuals should ideally be close to zero.
That they are not especially so, except perhaps in summer,
is revealed by tables 15 through 19 and may be attributed
to perhaps two causes. First, the residuals may be
sensitive to as yet undetected errors or bias in the
data. This may explain in part the noticeably poor
behavior in the residuals above 263 mb, where high wind
speeds or other factors may affect the data. The second
cause of non-zero residuals may be related to a systematic
error of some sort introduced by our method of dealing
with lower boundary conditions. This belief seems sup-
ported by the fact that the residuals which are found for
all volumes in which the upper boundary is placed below
roughly 263 mb result in essence from the immediate appear-
ance of the residual in the very lowest layer, from 1013
to 963 mb. (Above 263 mb, poor or insufficient data may
have an added effect, as just previously discussed.) It
is true that we have attempted to correct for our smooth
earth assumption by utilizing a mountain torque term. In
this regard, it may be noted that for each period the same
value was used for this term for all volumes, regardless
of the fact that many mountain ranges extend above the
tops of the lower volumes treated. Thus it might be more
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proper to think of the mountain torque term as we have
utilized it here as merely a constant correction factor
of some sort which rectifies to a degree the error of the
smooth earth assumption. If we were to add to this term
an additional correction amounting to roughly the residual
found for the 1013 to 963 mb layer, we would find that
the new residuals computed with this added correction
factor for all below jet level volumes would be
substantially zero.
Although Walker's data tends to give smaller residuals
(except in spring, where they are about 0.7 for p, up to
513 mb as contrasted with 0.35 in table 16; or in summer,
where both sets of data yield quite small residuals despite
our difficulties in measuring the mean circulation in this
season), they still show the same tendencies of poor upper
level behavior and surface layer "error". With particular
regard to the former tendency, it might be pointed out
that Walker's comparatively good winter result of a total
hemispheric' (p, = 13 mb) residual of only 0.29 x 1020
erg sec-1 loses some of its favor when it is realized that
for the volume in which the upper boundaryris only 50 mb
lower (i.e., p, 63 mb), the residual for Walker's winter
data jumps to 2.01 x 1020 erg secl. It should be pointed
out however that Walker's wintertime residuals are still
about 1.0 x 1020 erg seci smaller than those obtained
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with the full network. Thus the additional correction
factor discussed in the previous paragraph apparently
depends to some extent upon the data sample used. Finally
in connection with residuals, it is to be noted that
despite the fact that they are not zero, they are still
small enough relative to the largest of the numbers
which combine to form them so as to generally give us
confidence in our attempt to deduce the nature of the
balance of zonal kinetic energy from our computed values
of the various generation and transport terms.
2. In the symmetric system, each of the terms
involving the earth's rotation is in general individually
much larger than any other term which measures a process
of the same type. That is to say, fl , [4 , 1 , and
{1O? are, in general, respectively the dominant internal
horizontal, internal vertical, vertical boundary, and
horizontal boundary processes. However, the net effect
of these A. -terms, while still important, does not over-
shadow the other terms in the balance equation. Thus for
many purposes it may be more fruitful'to treat the A-terms
of the symmetric system as a sum rather than seek to com-
pare them individually with the other terms which they
at times dwarf. As indicated in our above discussion of
the residuals, in dealing with the net effect of the
earth's rotation, it would be better to consider the
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sum l'S + {4'i of the traditional system (which in
effect is almost equal to {ll alone) rather than the
sUm j + {4[ + M t 110j, since, as we have said,
the terms in the latter sum are comparatively poorly
measured. Although when we use the traditional scheme,
we should perhaps refrain from using the words "genera-
tion" or "transport".when referring to those terms not
involving A , we need not necessarily do so since
these terms do identically appear in the symmetric scheme
in which such words are applicable. So in effect we can
characterize the non- J1 terms in either scheme as
"generation" or "transport" terms if we consider ill? +
{4t merely as a more accurate independent measure of
the combined effects of the earth's rotation than is
1l + f4? J71+110.
3. We now turn attention to the balance to be found
in layers close to the surface; that is, for volumes in
which the upper boundary is at 900 mb or lower. The net
effect of all the A -terms to contribute positively to
the zonal kinetic energy in these volumes is overcome by
the positive viscous actions of the vertical-eddies as
represented in f6's5 . This net negative generation of
zonal kinetic energy by the vertical eddies is character-
istic of these surface layers. Completely maintaining
this negative generation is the transport of zonal kinetic
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energy down toward the surface by, again, the vertical
eddies, as represented in f12'si . Thus we find that
vertical eddies, in both their generation and transport
processes, are of great importance in the surface boundary
layer. This result appears quite realistic, since, after
all, the frictional and small-scale effects which are
included in j6'as and fl2'sS should be significant near
the ground.
4. It is of some interest to consider briefly the
relationship among those processes which are important in
creating a balance of zonal kinetic energy in the volume
which constitutes (roughly) the upper half of the atmo-
sphere, i.e., from 463 mb to the top (which for our
purposes has been set at 13 mb). Note that the value
for the various internal integrals in this volume may
easily be obtained from the tables by subtracting the
value given for p, = 463 mb from that given for p,=
13 mb. If this is done for the 60-month period and for
the traditional scheme (which, since it would be best
here to consider only the not effect of the earth's
rotation, we use for the reasons discussed in comment 2
above), there appears an interesting relationship among
the major processes involved. These major processes
referred to are represented by the volume integrals of
[l'3 , {3tS + J3"? , {6'sf and fl2's , with the
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other terms contributing generally small values. We note
that first, the positive horizontal eddy generation ({3'l
+ {3"3 ) of 6.33 x 1020 erg seeI in this volume cancels
almost exactly with the negative value of -6.28 x 1020
erg sec-" obtained for {1'J ; and second, the upward
vertical eddy transport ({12'sl) of 0.68 x 1020 erg sec1
is very nearly balanced by the negative generation of
-0.58 x 1020 erg sec-I due to the volume integrals of {6'sj.
Seasonally the details of the balance of the integral
values (for the same volume) differ from the above scheme.
The values for {1'? are more negative in the spring or
winter than in the 60-month average, and the horizontal
eddy actions are not in themselves positive enough in
these seasons to balance f3 . Spring most strongly
shows this with a value of -13.1 x 1020 erg sec- for {1'1
and a value of only 5.2 x 1020 erg sec- 1 for [3'?+{3"(.
The difference is made up by spring values of 3.5 x 1020
erg sec-I for {6's? and 4.4 x 1020 erg sec- 1 for (12's.
Thus a repeat of the tendency displayed by the 60-month
average for a balance to exist between (6'sl and {l2'sj
is masked in the spring by the need for a net positive
generation of zonal kinetic energy by the vertical eddies
to be combined with the upward vertical eddy transport
and the horizontal processes in order to balance f1'
A similar statement can also be made for the winter season.
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The noticeable summer sensitivity of our results to the
data sample cautions against our drawing conclusions here
about the nature of the balance in this season, although
it can be pointed out that the summer balance as measured
by the full network of stations is similar in nature to
that for the spring and winter seasons. There appears to
be no question however about the unique nature of the fall
season results. In this season, positive volume integral
contributions are made largely by the horizontal eddy
generation processes, with the -Coriolis "fuv" term also
yielding a positive, though smaller, amount. The vertical
eddy processes, largely through the transport term, act
in the fall so as to remove zonal kinetic energy from the
upper atmosphere and in this manner achieve the required
balance. The fall values of the various integrals for
the 463 to 13 mb volume are for {l'} , 1.9 x 1020;; for
{313 (3"), 7.5 x 1020; for (6's?, -2.2 x 1020; and for
(12'sJ, -7.2 x 1020 erg sec' 1 . The significant downward
eddy transport from the fall upper atmosphere represents
the largest factor in compensating for the large amount
of negative generation by the vertical eddies which
characterize the fall lower half of the atmosphere.
Actually we should not be surprised to find a balance
among the major terms, since we more or less force one
through our continuity of mass and angular momentum
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requirements. However, the manner in which the balance
is achieved is not so forced and reflects more genuinely
the sense of the data. Thus in thi.s context, the finding
here of a distinct reversal of the direction in which the
vertical eddies act between spring and fall probably
reflects a real atmospheric phenomenon. Moreover, it does
seem that we have established, so far as is presently
possible, the importance of the actions of vertical
eddies, both in their internal generations and boundary
transports.
5. By forming the sum of all the physical vertical
transport processes, which are represented in terms (10?,
.11?, 112's, and JB3 , we are able to find for the 60-
month period a level at which a transition from net down-
ward transports to net upward transports of zonal kinetic
energy occurs. It is of interest to point out that the
available data in fact yield no more than one such transi-
tion level in any of the time periods. For the 60-month
average condition, this unique transition level of zero
net vertical transport is located at 125 mb, below which
large downward transports associated withTlO dominate,
and above which the vertical eddies play the major role in
yielding net total upward transports. This average condi-
tion reflects a balance between considerable seasonal
variatIons. In the spring, the downward tran orts du
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to (l? which dominate below the transition level are.
opposed by upward transports due to (12'sl so as to
locate the level of the transition to net upward transports
at close to 570 mb. In the summer, these opposing trans-
ports balance higher in the atmosphere to yield the
transition level at roughly 290 mb. In the winter and
fall seasons, in which term (103 yields very large
downward transports, there appear to be no transition
levels in the net transport below 63 mb, which is the
highest level across which we computed the horizontal
boundary terms. However, noting the poor behavior of the
upper level symmetric-scheme residuals in these two
seasons, it is quite possible that a transition level
below 63 mb may have gone undetected because of poor or
insufficient stratospheric data. 'The above results which
are obtained with data from the full network of stations
are repeated in character by the results obtained with
Walker's data. With this latter set, the horizontal
surface at which the net vertical transport goes to zero
is located for the 60-month period at 63 mb, for spring
at 710 mab, for summer at 150 mb, and for fall and winter
again not below 63 mb.
Table 15. The balance of zonal kinetic energy for the 60-month period. Tabulated are the values of
the various terms for a volume whose lower boundary is fixed at 1013 mb and whose upper
boundary is at the pressure level indicated by the column heading. Units are 1020erg sec- 1.
13mb 63mb 113 mb 163 mb
17.5
0021
0.35
7.03
-23.6
-0.36.
-0.97
1.54
-0.02
0.03
-0.07
1101
(12' s
mtn. torque
Residual
f i'f
Resid'xal t
1013 rib to:
{ 1?
{2
f 3" 1
f51
6' s
{7.f
{9'?
19''1
1905
0.22
0.28
6.69
-23.6
-0.35
--015
0055
-0.00
0.04
-0.09
-0.42
0.02
1.17
17.6
0.22
0022
5.99
-24.1
-0.36
0.46
0.57
-.000
0.04
-0-07.
-3059
-0.08
1071
-0.54 -0.54 -0.54 -0.54
1.10
-5.19
0.02
o.49
1.46
-4071
0.02
0059
1.78
-4.31
0.02
0.62
1.99
-3.92
0.02
0.43
213 mb 263 mb 313 mb 363-mb
19.2
0021
0.35
6.95
-23.6
-0.35
-0.76
0077
-0.00
0.04
-0.09
0.19
0.01
0.52
13.0
0017
0020
4.74
-25.1
-0.41
0.88
0.72
-0.00
0.03
-0.03
-9.04
-0.28
2.19
-0.54
0.79
-2.51
0002
0.64
7.45
0.09
0,15
2.46
-2202
-0.29
0039
1007
-0.00
0003
0.02
-12.5
-0.30
1.16
7.16
0008
0.11
1.79
-20.0
-0.22
0.11
1009
-0.00
0.03
-11.3
-0.21
o.64
8.92
0012
0019
3043
-24.5
-0.38
0.76
0.93
-0.00
0003
+0.00
-12.5
-0.37
1096
-0.54
-0.13
--128
0.02
0076
0027
--0.96
0.02
0.51
0.51
-0.49
0.01
0.48
43 mb 463 mb
7.01
0.07
0008
1032
-17.9
-0.17
-0.15
1.03
-0.00
0.03
0.04
-10.3
-0.15
0.58
-0.54
0.69
0033
0.01
0.59
6.35
0.06
0.06
0.99
-16.0
-0.12
-0.39
0.95
-0.00
0.03
0.04
-9-87
-0.11
0.68
-0.54
0.73
1.09
0.01
0.66
-0.54 -0.54
Table 15 (continued).
1013 mb to: 513 mb 563 nb 613 nib 663 mb 713- mb 763 mb 813 mb 863 mb 913 mb 963 mb
11;
12f
f 3'f
{3"ff
f 4?
f 5?
f 6'sj
{ 9';19"1?
( 10?
{12'sf
mtn. torque
Resid-ial
{1 'l
{ 4'j
5.20
0.05
0.04
0.73
4.10
0.03
0.02
0.53
-14.2 -12.3
-0.09 -0.05
-0.61 -0.82
0.87 0.70
-0.00 -0.00
0.03
0004
-9.82
-0.09
0.76
0.03
0.04
-9.49
-0.06
0.73
-0.54-z -0.54
0.67
1.66
0.01
0.56
2.07
0.01
Residual' o.65 ~0.65
3.38
0.02
0.01
0.39
2.91
0.02
0.01
0.29
-10.1 -8.46
-0.03 -0.01
-1.04 -1.22
0.40
-0.00
0.03
0.03
-8.59
-0.03
0.57
0.09
-0.00
0.03
0.03
-7.81
-0.01
0.36
-0.54 -0.54
.6o
2.30
0.01
0.61
2.38
0.01
2.50
0.01
+0.00
0.21
-7.18
+0.00
-1.35
-0.16
-0.00
0.03
0.02
-7.16
0.01
0.08
-0.54
0.61
2.35
+0.00
2.0900910.01
+0.00
0.14
-5.64
0.01
-1.48
--0.39
-0.00
0.02
0.02
.-6.08
0.02
-0.35
-0.54
0.65
2.13
+0.00
1.52
+0.00 +0.00
+0.00 +0.00
0.09
-4.22
0.02
-1.56
0.05
-3.37
0.01
-1.51
-0-58 -0.66
-0.00 -0.00
0.02
0.01
-5.00 -4.52
0.03 0.03
-0.89
-1.37
-0.54 -0.54
0.62
1.69
+0.00 +0.00
0.64 0.65 0.64 0.64 0.59
0.74
0.01
0.01
-0.20
+0.00
-0.00
0.02
-2.38
0.01
-1.26
-0.74
+0.00
0.01
+0.00
-3.88
0.02
-1.58
-0.54
0.36
0.76
+0.00
0.56
-0.41
+0.00
-0.00
+0.00
-0.85
+0.00
-0.74
-0.72
+0.00
+0.00
+0.00
-2.06
0.01
-1.44
-0.54
0.23
0.42
+0.00
0.57
0060
1.18
0.55
Table 16. The balance of zonal kinetic energy for spring. Tabulated are the values of the various
terms for a volume whose lower boundary is fixed at 1013 mb and whose upper boundary is
at the pressure level indicated by the column heading. Units are 1020erg sec- 1.
13mb 63mb 113 mb 163 mb
1.80
-0.10
o.44
5.60
-15.3
-0.22
7.62
1.40
-0.02
-0.01
0.03
1013 mb to:
fi1
(2?
13'f
13"11
{6' sf
{83
{9'l?
f{10f
(11;
f12.'sl
mtn. torque
Residual
f 1'1
Residu.al'
3.44
-0.08
0.36
5.50
-14.0
-0.20
7.46
0.18
-0.01
-0.01
-0.05
2.05
0.09
-0.46
-0.62 -0.62 -0.62
0.62 -0.25
-12.7
+0.00
0.02
-12.8
'+0.00
0.04
0.29
-12.8
+0.00
-0.08
1.77
-0.10
0.42
5.62
-15.1
-0.22
7.57
0.62
-0.01
-0.00
-0.04
0.38
0.02
-0.24
5.13
-0.05
0.28
4.98
-12.6
-0.15
7.47
-0.03
-0.01
-0.01
-0.03
3.41
0.21
0.05
-0.62
0.69
-11.9
0.01
-0.29
213 mb 263 mb 313 mb 363 mb 413 mb
5.57
-0.01
0.20
3.95
-11.8
-0.10
7.61
-0.15
-0.01
-0.01
-0.02
2.58
0.25
1.61
-0.62
0.17
-9.08
0.01
0.06
6.32
0.03
0.14
2.86
-11.4
-0.08
7.35
-0.24
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
0.86
0.21
3.23
-0.62
0.03
-5.69
0.01
- 0.53
7.45
0.06
0.11
2.07
-10.7
-0.06
6.51
-0.25
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
0.01
0.17
4.02
-0.62
0.34
-3.43
0.01
0.43
7.65
0.06
0.09
1.51.
-9.87
-0.05
5.67
-0.17
-0.01
-0.01
-0.00
-0.64
0.12
4.31
.0.62
0.46
-1-85
0.01
0.36
6.89
0.05
0.07
1.11
-9-07
-0.04
4.87
-0.04
-0.01
-0.01
-0.00
-1.58
0.07
4.40
-0.62
0.31
-o.6o
0.01
0.36
463 mb
5.98 -
0.04
0.05
0.81
-8.23
-0.03
4.11
0.03
-0.01
-0.01
-0.00
-2.57
0.03
4.40
-0.62
0.26
0.43
0.01
0.35
Table 16 (continued).
101] mb to:
{1i'
12.?f 31
f 37t
155
{6's?
10j
11 tj
[12's
mtn. torque
Residual
(1' I
,4' tj
513 mb 563 mb
5.23
0.03
0.04
0.59
-7.48
-0.02
3.43
-0.03
-0.01
-0.01
4.67
0.02
0.02
0.42
-6.65
-0.01
2070
-0.27
-0.01
-0.01
-0.00 -0.00
-3.44 -3.94
0.01
4.32
-0.00
3.97
-0.62 -0.62
0.26
1.26
0.23
1.84
0.01 --0.00
613 mb 663 mb 713 mb 763 mb 813- mb 863 mb.
0.01
4.29
0.01
0.01 +0.00
0.30 0.22
-5.75 -5.07
-0.00
1.89
0.01
1.25
-0.68 -1.14
-0.01 +0.00
-0.01 -0.00
+0.00 0.01
-3.99 -3.90
0.01
3.29
-0.62
0.24
2.09
0.01
2.57
-0.62
0.29
2.07
+0.00 +0.00
4.14
+0.00
-0.00
0.15
-4.52
0.01
0.79
-1.48
+0.00
+0.00
0.01
-3.75
0.01
1.92
-0.62
0.30
1.92
+0.00
3.76
+0.00
-0.01
0.10
0.01
0.32
-1.67
+0.00
+0.00
0.01
-3.41
0.01
1.21
-0.62
0.30
1*73
+0.00
3.04
-0.00 -0.00
-0.01 -0.00
0.07
-3.12 -2.74
0.01 0.01
-0-17 -0.59
-1.61 -1.35
+0.00 +0.00
0.01 +0.00
0.01
-3.13 -3.22
0.01
0.40
-0.62 -0.62
0.33
1.48
+0.00 +0.00
0.36 0.37 0.33 - 0.30 0.37
1-97
0-04
913 mb
0.54
-0.00
-0.01
0.02
-- 213
0.01
-0.73
-1.07
+0.00
-0.01
+0.00
-3.06
0.01
-1.01
--0.62
0.06
0.62
+0.00
0.01
962 m.b
-0.12-
+0.00
-0.01
+0.,00
-0.81
+0.00
-0.49
-0.73
+0.00
-0.01
-0.00
-1.67
0.01
-1.11
-0.62
-0.02
0.37
+0.00
0.01
--0.44
0.38
1.06
{7;
{8?
0.28 0.340.34Residual' O.37 0.38
Table 17. The balance of zonal kinetic energy for summer. Tabulated are the values of the various
terms for a volume whose lower boundary is fixed at 1013 mb and whose upper boundary is
at the pressure level indicated by the column heading. 'Units are 1020erg sec-1.
13 mb 63 mb 113 mb 163-mb 213 mb 263-mb 231 mb 363 mb
-1.81
-0.04
1.05
4.64
-15.7
-0.13
2.02
1o.6
-0.19
-0.08
-0.13
(10 
1 13
(12's 
mtn. torque
Residual
1 t?
{R4'l
Residual'
1013 ib to:
(113
14?
1 7.1(5 ,
18S
j9'?
(9"ll
-0.55 -0.55
-0.32 -0.37
-6.51
0.01
0009
-7.98
0.01
-0.73
1.43
-0.07
0.85
4.51
-14.7
-0.10
2.92
8.67
-0.15
-0.07
-0.11
2.49
0.02
-0.11
0092
-0.04
0.64
4.04
-13.9
-0.07
3077
7.52
-0-14
-0.06
-0.06
1.39
0.11
1.04
-0.55 -0.55
0.23 -0.47
-7.78
0.01
-0.45
-7.05
0.01
-0.66
0.69
-0.07
1.04
4.63
-15.4
-0012
2.22
8.71
-0.15
-0.07
-0.13
1.61
.-0.02
-0.42
3.52
0.02
0.37
3.14
-12.9
-0.06
4.59
3.93
-0.08
-0.03
0002
-0.62
0017
2.65
-0.55
-0.23
-4.83
0.01
-0.22 0.16
6.23
0008
0.06
1*59
-11.3
-0.06
3.97
-1.27
-0.01
0001
0.09
-4.55
0.14
3050
5.60
0.07
0.03
1015
-10.4
-0.05
3039
-1.78
+0.00
0.01
0.09
-5.75
0.12
3.38
6.23
0.08
0.14
2022
-12.1
-0.06
4.60
0.45
-0.03
-0.000
0.08
-2.78
0.17
3055
-0.55
0012
-2.61
0.01
--1.61
0.01
.-006
-0.75
0.01
-0.10
413 mib 463 mb
5.04
0.07
0.03
0.83
-9.79
-0.04
2.84
-1.72
+0.00
0.01
0.08
-6.71
0.10
3.37
-0.55
0.04
0020
0.01
0.01
4.15-
0.06
0.03
o.61
-9.29
-0.03
2.32
-1.71
+0.00
0.01
0007
-7.79
0.07
3.27
-0.55
0.12
0086
0.01
0.05
-0.55 -0.55
-0.25 -0.19
Table 17 (continued).
513 mb 563 mb 613 mb 663 mb 713 mb 763 ib 813 mb 863 mb 913 mb 963 mb
2.92
0.05
0o03
0.45
f 3'?
(7
[10?
[12'sj
mtn. torque
Residual
f1'l
f4'?
1.74
0.04
0.03
0.32
-8.62 -7.39
-0.02 -0.02
1.89
-1.90
+0.00
0.01
0006
1.48
-2.19
0.01
0.01
0.05
-8.77 -9.08
0.05
3.05
-0.55
0.04
2.70
-0.55
-0.01 -0.13
1.18
0.01
1.35
0.01
0.88
0.03
0.03
0.23
0023
0.02
0.02
0.16
-5.82 -4.57
-0.01
1.08
-0.01
0077
-2.44 -2.53
0.01
0.01
0.04
-8.69
0.03
2.27
0.01
0.01
0.03-
-8.21
0.03
1.88
-0.55 -0.55
-0.12 -0.11
1.42
0.01
1.41
0.01
-0.29
0.02
0.01
0.11
-3.56
-0.00
0.55
-2.49
0.01
0.01
0.02
-7.63
0.02
1.58
-0.55
-0.13
1.36
+0.00
-0.42
0.01
0.01
0.06
-2.28
-0.00
0.32
0.01
0.01
0.01
-6.40
0.01
1.30
-0*55
-0.15
1.38
+0.00
-0.14 -0.02
0.01 0.01
-0.00 -0.01
0.04 0.02
-1.12 -0.66
+0.00 +0.00
0.04 -0.27
-2.31 -2.10
0.01 0.01
0.01 +0.00
0.01 +0.00
-4.91 -3.89
0.01
0.92
-0.55
0.01
0.32
-0*55
-0.02 -0.01
1.39 1.11
+0.00 +0.00
0.03 -0.01
-0.25
+0.00
-0.02
0001
-0.52
+0.00
-o.44
-1.81
0.01
+0.00
+0.00
-3.11
0.01
.0.29
-0.55
-0.18
0.58
+0.00
-0.21
+0.00
-0.01
+0.00
-0.21
+0.00
-0.35
-1.40
0.01
-0.00
-0.00
-1.84
0.01
-0.55
-0.55
-0.34
0.25
+0.00
-0.13 -0.110.00 -0.03 - -0.06 -0.05
1013 rb to:
Residual' O.01 -0.01
Table 18. The balance of zonal kinetic energy for fall. Tabulated are the values of the various
terms for a volume whose lower boundary is fixed at 1013 mb and whose upper boundary is
at the pressure level indicated by the column heading. Units are 1020erg sec-1.
13 mb 63 mb 113 mb 163 mb
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1.43
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-42.2
-0.97
-1102
3.21
-0.02
0004
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-12.7
.0.66
-0.75
-0.78 -0.78 -0.78 -0.78
1.69
3.15
0.05
0.40
2.60
4.34
0.05
1.06
2.31
4.17
0.05
0.83
2.58
3.71
0.05
0.53
213 mb 263 mb 313 mb 363 mb
40.7
0.85
1.97
6.93
-39.6
-0.82
-11.0
3.17
-0.02
0.04
0002
-1.58
-0.04
0.48
23.0
0.53
1015
5020
-44.5
-1.11
-11.3
2.99
-0002
0004
0.01
-22.7
-1.24
-1.74
-0.78
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4.15
0004
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14.8
0.34
0.88
4.09
-43.3
-1.01
-11.3
2084
-0.02
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00040.01
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-1.37
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3084
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0.22
0.65
3.07
-39.0
-0.77
-10.9
2.88
-0.02
0004
0.01
-27.6
-1.08
-5.47
-0.78
0005
2.32
0.03
0.42
413 mb 463 mb
8.36
0.16
0.47
2.26
-35.1
-0.58
-10.3
2.90
-0002
0004
0.02
-25.1
-0.80
-7.03
-0.78
0.36
1019
0.03
0.32
7007
0.12
0.33
1*68
-31.6
-0.43
-9.58
2.81
-0.02
0004
0.02
-22.9
-0.59
-7.51
-0.78
0.66
0.93
0.03
0.44
5.46
0.09
0.24
1.26
-28.4
-0.33
-8.89
2.69
-0.02
0.04
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-21.7
-0.45
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0.73
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0.53
Table 18 (continued).
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563 nb 613 mb 663 mb 713 mb
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0004
0009
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0012
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0.04
0.38
-15.2
-0.03
-6.18
1.73
-0.02 -0.02
0.04
0.02
0004
0.02
-18.1 -16.4
--0.13 -0.05
-4.67 -3-95
0.57
2.84
0.01
0.64
-0.78
0.55
3.16
0.01
0.67
-0.32
0.02
0.03
0027
-12.9
-0.00
-5.76
1033
-0.02
0.04
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-15.0
-0.00
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0.53
3.31
0.01
0.74
763 -b 813 nb 863 mb 913 mb
.0.69
0.02
0.18
-10.2
0.03
-5.28
0.92
-0.01
0.04
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0.05
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-0.78
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0.01
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0.01
0.02
0.12
0.01
0.01
0.07
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0.04 0.03
-4.58 -3.68
0.51 0.14
-0.01 -0.00
0.03 0.02
+0.00 +0.00
-10.4 -8.89
0.09 0008
-3.79 -3.65
-0.78 -0.78
0.48
1.99
0044
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+0.00 +0.00
0.77 0.54
-1.57
+0.00
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0.03
-4.33
0.02
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-0.00
0.01
+0.00
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0.05
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-0088
+0.00
+0.00
0.01
-1.49
+0.00
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-0.83
+0.00
+0.00
-0.00
-3.26
0.02
-2.30
-0.78
0.12
0.44
+0.00
0.47 0.57 0050
The balance of zonal kinetic energy for winter. Tabulated are the values of the various
terms for a volume whose lower boundary is fixed at 1013 mb and whose upper boundary is
at the pressure level indicated by tht column heading. Units are 1020erg sec-1.
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0.88
3.66
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-4.21
0.44
5.51
--0.03
0.04
-0.01
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-5.61
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-0.14
2.48
--2.50
0.10
1.97
5.53
0.10
0080
2.91
-106.
-3.87
0.29
5.51
-0*03
0004
.0.01
-88.3
-6.79
3.47
-0014
-3.25
-1.53
0.08
1.96
-1.83
-0.09
0.58
2.25
-92.2
-2.85
-0.24
5.68
-0.03
0004
-0001
-85.9
-5061
2.86
0060
-0001
0.37
1071
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-2.07
-0.78
5.71
-0.03
0004
0.01
-74.1
-4.12
2.49
-0.14 -0.14
-0.19
-0.26
0007
2.07
1.94
1.44
0.06
2.23
Table 19.
4.54
0.07
0.20
1.30
-68.2
-1.51
-1.33
5.36
-0.03
0.04
0.02
-62.1
-2.96
2.042
-0014
2.96
3.22
0005
2.43
6007
0.08
0010
0.98
-59.3
-1.12
-1.83
5.04
-0.03
0.04
0.03
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-2.17
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-0.14
2.74
4.33
0.04
2.40
Table 19 (continued).
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-0.01
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-33.7 -26.4
-0.31 -0.17
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4.71
-3.18
4.34
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0.04
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-31.4 -25.2
-0.70 -0.41
0.37 -0.21
-0.14 -0.14
2.24
4.91
0.02
2.24
2.22
4.81
0.01
2.24
0.96
+0.00
-0.00
0.17
-21.3
-0.09
-3-31
3.95
-0.03
0.05
0.03
-20.9
-0.25
-0.81
-0.14
2.25
4.58
0.01
2.33
0.37
+0.00
+0.00
0.10
-15.5
-0.03
-3.43
3.46
-0.03
0*04
0.02
-15.7
-0.11
-1.66
-0.14
2.33
3.97
0.01
2.28
-0.57 -1.49
+0.00
+0.00
0.06
-10.1
0.01
0001
-0.00
0.03
-6*89
0.02
-3.30 -2.81
2.87 2.26
-0.03 -0.02
0.03
0.02
-10.8
-0.01
0,02
0.01
--804
0.03
-2.52 -2.96
-0.14 -0.14
2.18
2.95
1.97
2.07
+0.00 +0.00
2.13 2.12 2.16 2.16
-1.75
0.01
-0.00
0.01
-4.19
0.01
-2.11
1.50
-0.01
0.01
0.01
-5.48
0.03
-2.93
-0.14
1.73
1.47
+0.00
-0.73
+0.00
+0.00
-0.00
-1.30
+0.00
-1.19
0.63
-0*01
+0.00
+0.00
-2.12
0.01
-2.66
-0.14
2.03
0.85
+0.00
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have used five years of atmospheric data to
evaluate the symmetrical zonal kinetic energy equation
in northern hermispheric volumes of various depths.
Despite the difficulty associated with the sensitivity to
the data sample displayed by many of the terms in the
equation, it is believed that we have generally been able
to correctly characterize their actions. Our treatment has
enabled us to obtain profiles of the vertical distribution
of each of the terms whose latitudinal dependence has
been previously studied. Moreover, new terms, involving
the vertical transports of mean zonal kinetic energy, have
been evaluated for the first time.
It was stated in the introductory remarks of the first
chapter that a major purpose of ours would be to study the
action of vertical processes in contributing to the balance
of zonal kinetic energy. In this regard, we have found
that the vertical eddies do play a significant role, not
only through internal generation processes but also through
boundary stress transport processes. The distinct spring-
fall reversal in the direction of the vertical eddy actions
seems to be a most interesting finding. In connection with
the vertical processes however, it should be recalled that
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they are not independently measured but rather are derived
from the horizontal processes through conservation of mass
and angular momentum requirements. It is true though that
in the real atmosphere such principles do apply and there-
fore our procedure for obtaining the vertical terms is
felt to be a realistic one.
Thus until direct measurements of vertical velocities
become feasible, it appears we will have to be satisfied
with obtaining as a residue the sum of the vertical eddy
motions of all types and scales, including the molecular.
This is not meant to imply, however, that nothing more' of
interest can be done in connection with vertical eddy
motions. One quite possibly interesting avenue of future
investigation might be to make use of vertical velocities
obtained from consideration of the conservation of potential
temperature. The effect of the standing and transient
eddy fluxes of angular momentum attributable to such
"adiabatic" vertical velocities could then be subtracted
from the total vertical eddy flux process as represented
in J61s? . The difference would represent the effects
of frictional plus "1nonadiabatic" standing and transient
eddy processes. Recently, Dopplick (1970) has found that
vertical velocities determined by radiative heating play
a not inconsequential role in stratospheric energy budgets.
Atuyf hsr we ar ug ig her. migh J iar.A.L-L y
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reveal the importance of the role played by other "non-
adiabatic" processes, such as that of condensation in
the troposphere.
With regard to other possible future studies related
to the work done here, it is felt that particular attention
should be given to the problem shown by our quantitative
results' sensitivity, of one degree or another, to the
data sample used. A study is under way to explore the
possibility that there still exists a bias in our measure-
ment of the upper level winds because of selectively
missing data. To reduce this possible bias, use will -be
made of alternate station data to supplement that of
primary- stations which for some reason did not supply in
some period sufficient upper-air observations. Since
weather conditions are most severe and the upper level
winds most intense in the winter, it seems that we might
expect this procedure to have the most effect upon the
results for this season. It should be recalled however
that it is the measurement of the summer mean circulation
which displays apparently the most significant sensitivity
to the data. This may be caused by an elusiveness to
proper detection associated with the fact that the summer
general circulation is relatively quite weak. In any
case, a closer scrutiny of the effect of data sampling
on our summer as well as other seasonal results is in
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order. In addition, further study of our treatment of
the lower boundary conditions, which seems to be an
essential factor in contributing to the presence of
residuals in the balance equation, also recommends itself.
Having briefly pointed out above some of those
problems which seem deserving of further investigation,
we conclude now with a final thought concerning this
present study. We have been dealing here with a basic
feature of the general circulation which depends simply
and solely upon the basic motion field. We have thus
been able to gain some added insight about the nature of
the manner in which that motion field acts to maintain
itself. It is our hope and belief that observational
studies such as this can be of benefit in providing a
basis for better models of the atmosphere.
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